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INTRODUCTION

The Small Schools Project Objectives 9-12 were developed.during the-1978-79
school year through the cooperative efforts of three levels of educational
organization: - ten -Snohomish and Island-County school distrittEditeatabiial
Service District189 and the State Office of Public Instruction:: Funds were
provided through Title IV C and SPI, with ESD providing in-kind services.

Process Procedure. ESD 189 personnel and selected curriculum specialists
first identified objectives in three didciplines, language arts, mathematics
and reading to serve as a basis for a. goal based curriculum in ticieethreq
disciplines. A cadre of secondary teachers.fromthe ten consortium scbocts
.(Arlington, Darrington, Granite Falls, Lake Stevens, Lakewood, Monroe,
Snohomish, Stanwood, Sultan and South Whidb4.) then proceededito use the
objectives list as a base for curriculum development. The objectives,listed
in this document represent the final product of the curriculum specialists
and secondary clasdroom teachers. The third phase will involve the classroom
teachers writing activities to accompany the objectives. This curriculums
will be published in three separate curriculum guides.

ORGANIZATION OF BOOK

a

As you will notice, this book is color coded with objectives for -each'
subject listed on a'different color of paper: Mathematics 7blue,
Reading -'green, Reading in the Content Areas-7 white,. Language Arts 7yellOw..
All .objectives are listed'on pages with a format designed to facilitate,
personalization of the objectives to meet local district program, needs..
Within:each colored section of the book, preceding the listing of objectives,.
are two important pages.. One.page identifies the K-12 program goals for that
subject; and the other pageidentifies the scope. of the subject and.also'
serves as a .table of content for, the listing of objectives. 1

.

The white sheets at the front of this book contain not only a brief intro-
duction, but also a general table of contents, a listing of State Goals
for Washington Common. Schools, an explanation ofthe.format-and'the
definition of terms used on the.objec ivesformat pages.

.

_The.Tri-County Course Goals, produced q the Tri-County Goal Development.pro ea:,
were used extensively in the S 11 oold Profect...



RELATIONSHIP. TO THE SLO'LAW

The, purposeof this book an&all. Other Small Schools-materials is to assist
-teachers. with the imprO-irement Of-curriculum and ,instruction.' In addition, -

it_ is expected that many smaller Oistrictslacking_curricaum personnel
(will,find.this hOok helpful in. complying with theSLOLaw.This- laW-requirea.'
districts to identify student learning objectivas.grades nine through..
twelve in the.area of language .arts,. reading and mathematics and initiate
implemeniationof such a'yrogram on or before September 1, 1981.)*

Contained within this book are many more objectives than-any district would
choose-to identify as theik SLO objectives.

The approach of the Smali.Schools Projact.C6npOrtium was first -to develop
a curriculum, grades 9-12, inMatheMatics, language arts and reading.using
a goal base model.: Thus the objectives contained-in .this.book, although
they'may be helpful in meeting the intent -of the law,-were reallydeSigned
as-instructional objectives-and not SpeEffically for the SLO Law. -The,
consortium:also made a, decision to.develop a taxonomy.of objectives for
each discipline 9712 and deliberately. chose not to developobjectives for
specific courses. Secondary teachers thus arefree to choose objectives
from the taxonomy to build their specific courses in the discipline.,

*See "Guide to the Student Learning Objectives. Liw," Rdw 28A. 581.090
SPI1, Olympia, Washington 98504.

.
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

GOALSFOR THE WASHINGTON .COMMON SCHOOLS

4116
1.. As a result of the process of education, all students

should have the basic skills and knowledge necessaryA
to seek information, to present ideas,,to listen to
and interact with others, and to use judgmentand
imagination in perceiving-and resolving problems.'

. n I

As a result of the-Process of-education, all Students
should.Undersiand the elements of their-physicaland,
emotional well -being. -.

.

As a result cif the process of education, all students
should know the basic prinCiples of the American demo-
cratic heritage.

4. As a result of the process of. education, all students
# should appreciate the wonders of the natural world,

human achievements-and fiilureb, dreams and capabilities.

5. As a result of the, proce6s, of_education,. all students
should clarify their basic values and develoP.a..'commit-,
meat to act,, upon these values within the framework of
their rights and responsibilities as participants in
the democratic process.

,

AT,

\,

6. As result of the process*of:education,all students
--:Should interact. ith people of different cultures,.\races,

. generations, and life 'styles with:aiguificanerappo t.

7.At a-result of the process of education; all students
should participate in'social, political, econoMic,and
family activities with the confidenCe that their actions,-

'make a-difference.
I

. As a result-of the process.of education, all students
should be prepared for their next career steps.

. . .

. As a result of the process of'educatian. ,,11 students ea
should use leisUre time in positive and 'satisfying ways.
'

10: A.S.a.result ofthe process of.educatiot, all students .

Should becommitted to life-longlearning and. pefsonal_..committed



FORMAT

.
One unique feature of. the Stall Schools CUrniculum is the format or' arrange-
nient Of information on the. The format was deVeloped in order:to assist
districts in personalizing the curriculum to meet their own educational
program needs'.

, .

The forpat.pages ,contained within this book list the sequence of student
learning objectives In' the specific. curriculum areas of Reading, Language
Arts and Mathematics. On each - page- a grade .placement has.been recommended
indicating where the objective should be taught. In .grades .9712, the giade
recommendation has -of ten'been---left---open-llowing-diattict 6-7to- select and
determine objective placement .relatedto specific courses.. Grade recomnien-A-

dations are-made with the understanding that they apply to most stUdehts;and
that there will always be some students'.,who require either'a longeror shorter
-time than recommended'. to master the.- knOwleages , skills and . values.. indicated
by the objeCtives..

Columns at the 'righi of the page' have been Provided so district personnel -can. .

indicate the grade placement of objectives to .coincide with theladal district
.The columns may also be' used to -iridicate where an objective is'

introduced (I), _practiced (P), reinfarced (R)., or mastered .(M). within a .

district- curriculum. . An'objective" may be deleted,. by striking it from the list
or another objective may :be added- by. writing it directly On, the sequenced. .

..mbjective page. .

This book has been three-hole punched .aothat p
a notebook -to parAllel..the- district curriculum;

a.

.

Cmu. SOviOU racurcr &forking. Copy ,

may be...arranged. within

4.a......

srttric IREA: Editing /Proofreading

--

t
/1C) 11 1211- 1

The scalencknows: . . .

. that most writing can he improied tbroUgh effective editing.

. thaecime writel.M; Cncemmicste with Others.
.

. that'Coifect usage (punctuation. capitalization. spelling). exists
. to'enable others to read Aaccurately what the writer intended.

. that proofreading is a necessary step to sroducing a..finished'
. product which is free of errors in usage and mechanics

-'..: ?
.

-

:

.

r

.

CLa

.

.

g j
X x

XT.

X.

X X

x X

.

X X

x x

X 7I.

,c ac

X x

.

x

X X

.

The e:udhoc is able coo ,

. look objectively at personal writing.

..examine SentMiCe structure.'identib weaknesses. and revise
sentences iota more effective patterns.

.

.' .

.'. revise ;he order and structure ofoparagraph An order to- improve
7 4 composition.;

,. .ellamtify theAddancetmelemeemMeme-4ereit paper. , , '

. examine the opening and concluding statements, examine paragraph.
transitions. Identify Ind.revise weaknesses.

.
. recognize-and correct errors in usage. mechanical *rocs and

misspelled words. -

4 "

, .

The rtu4k,tt. val.,:
. writing ,enough to care to improve it.

. editing as a means ofiiproving writing.

. writing which is free of errors. ..
.

.. correct usage. spelling:punctUation and capitalization in writing.

..



SMALL SC/100L PROJECT

. .. -

'Sub ectindicates a broad course of study. The. subject clappifiea-the
elearning into one of the geieral areas of the curriculuM, i.e., reading,.;

,

mathematics, social.Studies., _ -... .

.\

. '-... .

SPecifia Area-indicates a particular learning category. contained within
-the subject. Within the subject of reading.thereist several specific
areps,i.e..., coMprehensioni. stpdy skilli, word attack skills.

..
State Goal indicates a broad term;poliCy statement relating to the educatiot

..---"o-Of-all-atudents-within.--the7Statt-of-WashingtOn7.--In-1.972 the State "Board of

.Education adopted 10 State'Goais for the.Waahington:CoMmon Scfloofs.'s
_ . .

re.

;District, Goal generally reflects.the'expeCtations, af.the.community regarding
the kinds of.. learning that ahoUld.resultframachoolexperienCe. These goals
are employed mainly to inform the citizenry of the broad aims of the school.
When -district goals are correlated to student. tarningobjectives, community
members are able to see how their expectatiOngfar schOols are translated
dailTittP thtsteachingilearningpracess of the classroom.

.. :

Program Goals, are K -12 goal's. which do not specify 'grade placement.-. These
goaleproyid.' the basis'Ior-generating subigp s. or objectives for courses
or ..units of .at dy,within:a subjeCtlareg.: P.ogram goals :are used ps a basis

.

for defining t e' outcomes of an entire tired' of instruction such as mathematics,
. /

languagearts.or social studies. "
Student Learning Objectives ..

,

The three major_.tyPes of learning objectiVes whichhave been..identified are
knowledge,'ProCess and,valueobjectives. :- -

DEFINITION OF.FORMAT TERMS

Knowledge Student Learning Objectives identify something that.
. is to be.kndan'andbegihs with the words, "The student knoks...
Knowledgeobjectives specify the knowledge a.student,is eXpected
to learn. These objectives include categories-of learning'suCh
as specific facts, principals and laws.,simple generalizations, -
'similarities and-differencev,etc. .

An example of a Knowledge` Student. Learning Objective is: .1..,The

student knows guide'words in a-dictionary :indicate the first
and last words an thtpage..".

Process Student Learning Objectives identify something the
student is able to do and begins Fith the words, "The stude4t
is able tó.,." .Thest objectives are associated with the
rational thinking processes of communication, inquiry, problem
Solving','prodUction, service and human relationships.,

An example of a Probess Student Learning ObjeCtive is: "The
student is able to associate a-consohantsound With'the letter

Value Student Learning Ob3ectives identify only the type of
values which fosfer.the context of- the discipline. .These

objectives are.thought to be most.untformly and consistently
approved by society as. .supporting the Major aims.ofthe
discipline.

An example, of a Value Student Learning Objective is ."The student
values reading as a worthwhile 1eisurestime activity.". t



SMALL. SCHOOLS PROJECT

MATHEMATICS PROGRAM GOALS
(K-12)

. .

1. .,The student values the study of mathematics It its use-.

. -

fulness and application toeveryday:life.--
,

2. The.student:develops the ability to communicate with
TIecision and confidence using the vocabulary and
symbols .unique to mathematics.

3.. The student develops the.concept- of number and numeration
including counting, place value, reading and writing
number's; various numbering systems, number .theory and
scientific notation..

4 The student develops general Mathematical Concepts of.
time-space relationships; equality- inequality; measure-
ment; function; graphs, charts and tables; probability,
acid statistics; aid geometry.

5. The student develops, accuracy in using the computational
Skills of adding, subtracting,: multiplying and dividing,

The student develops the ability to useipioblem-solvitg
techniqUes.

7. The student developSthesknowledge-atause of:the structure
of mathematical systems including whole numbers, .integers,
'rational numbers and real numbers.

The atudentknows and is able to use the symbols, elements,
operations. and structure_of the following number systems:
wholenumbers, integers rational numbers, real numbers .

and complex numbers. %./-7

1 "7:tb

a. gj



SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

I

MAJOR'AREAS

MATHEMATICS

SCOPE
9-'12

I. COMPUTATIONAL" AND MEASUREMENT SKILLS

Whole .Numbers
Place Value

4

Additiori,' Subtiaftion . . .. . . . , .. OOOO 5

Multiplication , . . O . . ... . . . 6

DiVision
7

Rational Numbers'

*. Frictions . . , .: ... . ... . . .. ..... :. . . :8

. Decimals
9

Ratios,' Percentage, Proportion 10'

Measurement '

Linear
Capacity
Weight (Mass)
Temperature
.Money

Time

. . ...

_

..... ,.

...... , . . ....

.,

11
12

13:

14

15
15

.

11. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS

Graphs .(read, interpret and construct)

Personal Finances
' :Credit and Interest

Insurance
Ratio,"Proportion, Measurement .Formulas, Percent

Use.of CalculatOrs

.16

17

18
19
20
.21

III. SCOPE OF ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

Language of Algebra -- Sets and Symbols

Variables; Open Sentences, Evaluating Expressions '

Axioms of Addition and Multiplication (Real-Numbers). . .

22

23
24

Single Variable Equationsand_Inequall,ties .
'. . 25

Polynomials.... . .: . -.. . ..' .. , . .- ... . . ........ 26

Rational.EXpressions-and Open Sentences . . . .. ... .
--Graphs -, Functions and Relaticins

Systems of'Linear Equations -- Two-Variables- _ . . ....
.

_

,

Rational and Irrational Numbers °- 30

Quadratic Expressions . ..,. , . ,. ... .- ... . 31

.

.5'
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SCOPE OF ADVANCED ALGEBRA

EleMentary Algebia Topics (RevieW)
IrratiOnal Numbers and.Radicals,
Quadratic Relations and Systems
Exponential and Logarithmic FunCtions
Sequence and Series
Matrices and.Determinants.
Polynomial Functions and Complex Numbers
Trigonometry.. - . . . .... . , . . .

PermutationCombinations and Probability

Air

32

33

34 .

35
36
37

38
39

40 .

V. GEOMETRY

.:ceometry asa Mhthematical System 41
Congruence and'SiMilarity '42 '
Triangle:Inequality 43
Angle Relationships / Parallelism and Perpendicularity .44
Retention of Algebraic Skills / Coordinate Geometry 45
Circles, Arcs, Angles and Spheres 46.
Constructions and Loci 47
Elementary Transformations -48
Areas and-Volumes 49 ,

,Geometry / Trigonometry

VI. ADVANCEDTOPICS IN MATHEMATICS'

50-.

.51

'52

53

,Trigonometry
Analytic. Geometry . . . . .... .. . . .. .-

LogiC
.

Probability and Statistics 54
Matrices and Determinants

'55
Sequences and Series '(Extended) 56
Polynomial Functions

57.
Vector Theory 58-_History of Mathematics' 59

--Calculus 60

VII. COMPUTER TOPICS .

Computer Literacy 61 ;
Computer Hardware / Flowcharting 61
Basic Language: 62
Fortran. Language 62

VIII. GENERAL STUDY TECHNIQUES : ... .. ...... 6.3
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SUBJECT: MATREMATTCC

MI5

SPECIFIC AREA: COMPUTdTTONAT ClaTTS

Telhole NnmhPrg-
9 10 11 12

The student knows:.

place value,through billions in bAse ten numeration.

The.studeni is able to:

read and write whole.numbers up to billions..

round numbers to the nearest ten, hundred, thousand,

. million, billion.

The student values:

N

REV:EW

9_ - 12



SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT: 'MATHEMATICS

.*

SPECIFIC AREA: :COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS

The student knows:

Whole Numbers: Addition Subtraction

and maintains knowledges, skills and basic facts of
addition and subtraction (see Mathematics,/Additiori,K-8f.

/,
subtraction is the inverse of addition.

. -

The. student isiable

' .,./

complete any additiOn and."subiraction problem,. in
Ilorizontal'or- vertiCal 'forth*.

solve word .problems involving addition and subtraction
;',of whole numbers. .-

check subtraction problems by addition.

The student values:

the quick and accurate recall of .addition and subtraction.
facts.

12
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

41

C.1 4.)
1:1 as iJ . c

)Wry CJ (7
4.1 4:14
M 14

w
cao

co as00 as
1.e ".ACa 0

SPECIFIC.. AREA: COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS

Whole Numbers:

The student knows:

8 9 10 11

a factor is one of two or more quantities having. a
designatedproduct

'a product results when two numbers are multiplied.

the product of any number m e y the aCtor oMkal d-b
zero iszero (6 x

-Nw .

the-product of-any number multiplied by the factor
is that number (5 x 1 3).

the 'multiplication facts with productS through"81
(mastery).: ,

of one

The student is.able to:.

multiply any number by .any number.7

multiply by 1Q's,.100's, 1,000's.

solve word problems using multiplication.

e\ student Values:.

the quick.and accurate recall of multiplication facts;

.

1

-6-

REVI

9 - 2



S4ALL.SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT.: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: COMPUTATIONAL. SKILLS

Whole Numbers: Division
:a

9 10 it

The student knows:

that division is'the inverse of. multiplication.

division is repeated subtraction,

a dividend is .a 4ilantity. to be divided.

1 a divisor is the quantity by which the dividend is to be
divided.

the ciuotientis- the quantit4prresulting from division o
oueluantity.by another.

the remainder is the dividend minus the product-of the
divisor and the quotient.'

basic. division facts (mastery).

The student is able to:
A

.dividetwo, three -and four digit-numbers by one,tWo.or
three digit numbers with or without 'remainders expressed
as whole numbers.

. divide two, three and -four' -digit numbers by one, two or
threedigit numbers-with or without remainders expressed
as.fractions or decimals...

check a division'problem by using multiplication.

estimate the quotient in a Wren division problem.

solve word problemsinvOlVing diVisibn.

O

The student values:

-7-

REVIEW

9 - 12



SMALL SCHOOLS --PROJECT

SUBJECT': ..MATRVMATTrR

SPECIFIC -AREA: COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS

Rational Numbers: Fractions 9 10 11 12

The student knows:

any integer can be.expressed as a fraction.
a fraction consists of a numerator.(Whichis on top) and a
denominator (which is on the bottom)with-the line between
as a'SymbOl which means divide.g4-
proper fractions have numerators -which are less than the
denominator.

.

improper fractions have numerators greater than or equal to
the denominator.

. mixed numbers (forms) consist of a whole number added to
a proper fraction.

The student.is able to:

identify and write. fractions. to represent parts of a ,

region.
identify and write fractions to'represent in uncompleted
diviSion_of two numbers.
Write a fraction for part.ofa set.

!
find fractions that are equivalent to given fractions.*
.order fractions with like denominators.

. . locate a fractiOna number on a:number line.
change mixed forms to improper fractions.

:change fractions osimplest_fdrms. '===

'add- andsubtra fractions with likedenomlnators.
add. and sub act mixed forms with like denominators:.
.add and s tract fractions with unlike denominatorg.
add and subtract mixed forms with. unlike denominatorl,
multiply fractionS'(proper And improper) ty fractiorth
and/or by whole numbers.'
divide fractions:.
divide mixed forms.

. solve word problems involving fractions using any
combination of operations.

The student values:

-8-
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS

Rational-Numbers: Decimals
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The student knows:

decimals are another way of expressing a fraction

our mow.systemfis based on decimals.

fa,

The student is able to:

read and write decimals to hundred thousandths

express,adecimal in .expanded form to hundred. thousandths,

'.438 7 3 ±
.100 1000

express the expanded fotm of. a fraction in. decimal form,
e.g.,

4 + 3 '8 438
10 ,3 100. -.1000

order decimals on number line.

round. decimals up to ten thousandths.
.

. add, subiract, multiply and divide decimals to hum.dred

thousandths.

REVIEW

The student values:
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATI_CS

SPECIFIC AREA: COMPUVITLONAL SKILLS

jtational _Numbers: Ratios_ PFrrentagp a Proportion

Thestudent know4:

. a'ratio is a way of comparing two- numbers ,by division, 4
ae.g., the ratio- of a to b is 1-3 .

a ratio can be expressed in.the following forms:

a to b or II

a percent is defined as a ratio with denominator of one
hundred and is denoted by the symbol _%,

'50

"'''50%
is
s-100

a proportion is a statement of equality between two ratios,
2 6 '

e.g., =
4 12

in a proportion, .the cross-products are equal, e.g., for

b and d 0, t- = implies -ad =

9 10 11 12

"The. student is able to:1

rename any rational number as g'percent,.e.g. .05 = 5%;

.5 =50%; 3
T = 75 %; 2 =-200%; 11/2 = 150%..

'

rename a number in percent form as either a fraction or

decima41.--e:g-.---,-100%-===-I;00; 75% = .75 =tr. -4gL. ;

(150).:' 1, 1- . 1-150%
100 1;5;' 333 % '3332

solve the three.types of percentage problems: a% of c:

a. given a.and b, find c (find 25% of 60).
b. given b and c, find a (what percent of 90 is.45?)-
c. given a and c, find b (25 is 50% of what number?)

solve for the missing value of a given Propottion,
8 2

T

. solve simple word problems involving percenti interest,
commission, compound interest, %of change, discount,.
price: i

The student values:

-10- 1 9
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS
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SPECIFIC AREA: EASUREMENT SKILLS

/.
:System rnternational (S.I:) and English Linear 9 10\11 12

The student knows:

System International prefix meanings: milli--.001;

centi--.01; deci--.l; deca-.-10; hecto--100;

milliiieter, centimeter, decimeter, decamete, heetbmeter;
kilometer are-derived.from the S.I. prefiies and base

. .

unit ire-ter.

commonly used abbreviations.
: .

common English linear units of measure are: Inch, foot,

yard, mile.

9

.Tbe.student

measure lengths using S.I.-and English units of teasurd, .

estimate lengths using both systems.

convert linear measure to another unit of measure Niithilkt

the same system (inches to 'feet; meters to 'centimeters).

(;k

7

,

. : .

The student values:

7

'

S.

REVIEW'
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.SUBJECT: ' 144/1,14T47P14kTiTS

SPECIFIC. AREA: MEASUREMENT SKILLS'
,

. .

EnsidAIL Capacity

.

The student liows:

that liter is. the ttnit pf S.I. ineaSdrement
.

9

that milliliter, -centiliter decileter, decaliter,
hectoliter' and kiloliter are S.I.. units -of- measure
derived from the S. I. 'prefixes and the; base iinit!liter.F.

-

commonly used abbreviationat
- .

bakc-,Exiglidh Uhits Of Capecitymeasuremerit -are cup, pint,
quart and .

.

4.

,The student is able to:

measure capacity using. S.I. and English units of measure.

.estim&te capacity using S . I. and English system.

convert capacity measure from one unit. to another :within
.the same system (cups to quarts, millilifas 'to liters,
etc.) .

rti

,

nee student values:

-12-
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SUBJECT:. MATHEMATICS

/7-

SPECIFIC AREA:. MEASUREMENT'SKILLS

4
'S.I. and English: Weight (Mass) 9 10 11 12

The Student *nows:

gram is the base unit of S.I. measurement.

milligram, centigram, decigram, decagram, hectogram,
kilogram are deriVed from the S.I. prefixes and base unit
gram.,

commonly used abbreviations for weight.

basic English weight units of'measure are ounce, pound,
ton. .

The student is.able

convert from-one unit to another in the same system.

measure the weight of an objects using a balance scale in
both English and S.I.

. estimate, weight using Eng I.

The student values:

I

REV:EW

9 - 12
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SUBJECT: 'MTHEMATICS .
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SPECIFIC AREA:' MEASUREMENT SKILLS

.Temperature: Celsius and Fahrenheit

The,studeni knows:

_9. 10 11 12

degree Celsius is used to measure temperature in the $:1.

the symbol for-Celsius is C.

common temperature references: 0 °C. is rieezing point o
water;. 20°C is room, temperature; 37°Cis normal body
temperature; 10eC is boiling point of water.

the symb61 for-Fahrenheit is T.

. ..CothieMperature references in Fahrenheit (
32
c
F-f freezi

00int-.Of'water;. 68°F7is rodm-temperature; :98'.6 oF is.
normal body' temperature 212°F is boiling point of water.

g

The student is able to:

read a thermometer in both Celsius and Fahrenheit.

calculate differences in degrees.

estiliatelapproxbmaee tempeeature conversions-from Celsius
to Fahrenheit/

The ;stud eia.t :

,t

7

-147
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SUBJECT:`

SPECIFIC

WHEMATICS

MEAZDREENT SKILLS

Honey' 1 Time 8 9 10 11 12

The student knows:

the basic units of money Covered in K-8: peliny,IniCkel,

dime, quarter, half-dollar, dollar.

-CommotvdenoMination of bills: one, two, five, ten;
-tweney;.-fifty, hundred, five hundred

the basic'units of time: seCOnds, minutes, hours, days,
week, month, year,aecade, century.

The student is able to:

read and cfrite any money amount.

count change beginning with a .aPecified amount.

solve word problems involving money, using the:fOut basic
operations.

estimate money:-

Convert a unit of time to another unit (hours, minutes,
ieconds, days, weeks, months, years).

compute time intervals between two given times..
do

read time charts (schedules, time zones, time clock).

solve word problems.

4

The student values:

REVIEW,
9 - 12

1'
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SUBJECT: mauolmq 'ICS
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SPECIFIC AREA: PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Graphs

.
9 10 11 12

The student knoWs:

a graph'is an organized collection of.information.

there dre-varioustypes of graphS: pittographs, bar, line
broken.line, circle. .

(see objectives p.. 109 Small Schools K-8)

The student is able to:

tabulate collected data in. rank =der.
'\\

plot .tabulated data. .S\

read' and interpret data on pictographs, bar graphs,.
line graphs, and circle graphs.

construct pictographs, tar gra s, line graphs, and circle
. ,

graphs from given or .collected da a.

The student values:.

graphs,. as a.source of information.

-16-

11-12
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10
SUBJECT: tiCHF&TTCS

SPECIFIC AREA.: PRACTTCAT: APPT.TCATT6NS

T'Prconal FirianopLeL

CU

00
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8 9 10 11 12

The student knows:

various sources of income; e.g., employment, investments.

that.a.budget is a systematic approach tosplanning'future
spending, saving, and investient income.

Checking -account services vary from one financial
institution to another.

world currency exchange rates vary from time to time.

11-12

The studenvis able to:

solve practical problems busing basicoperationS.

.. keep recè of personal income, savings and expenditures.

prepare a personal budget.

plan spending for food, clothing and services topbtain
the.greatest value.

solve problems related to sales tax.

. solve problems related to iicome-tax.

read personal payroll statement and reconcile it with
gross earnings.

manage a personal bank checking account (complete form,
make deposits, keep and balance records).

The student values:
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SUBJECT:
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MATHEMATICS
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

.
.

-- Personal Finances: Crpait and Tntr#*ci-

The student knows:

9 10 11 12

common.types of housing available and the advantages/.
disadvantages of each (single family residence, apartment,
condominium, etc.),

ways in which federal and state laws.regulate credit
(e.g., credit card regulations, truth in lending laws).

"sources of credit and methods of establishing credit.
-

advantages and disadvantages of Fredit buying.
.

interest on savings accounts vary depending on type of .1.

account and type of financial institution. (certificate
account, treasury notes, commercial banks, savings and
loan associations, credit unions).

fees for bank servIceth.vary from commercial banks and
savings and loans.

/

formula for computing interest and, its components:

i.= prt.

The student is able to:

\S,

-
1

.- determine the cost of credit give the cost of the item

purchased, the.mOnthly payments and the number of

payments.

compute interest (simple or ordinary) for periods of one,

two, 5nreeyears; etc.).

. ' recognize and compute .simple and compound interest.

identify the components of a mortgage:payment; e.g.,
interest, principal, property tax, insurance.

The student values:

18

113.2
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS
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SPEC-IFIC AREA:

Personal Finances Insurance 8 9 10 11

The student knows:

that insurance is a method of providing protection against
losses incurred as a result'of death, accident, damage,
loss of salary, etc..

that there are various types of health and life insurance
available, with distinct advantages based on age of insured
health, size of family, income.

That there:are various types' of automobile insurance
available with distinct advantages based on age,Alealthi.
and driving record.

that automobile insurance can-include different kinds of:
coverage, e.g.,. collision, personil liability; propeitY
damage, fire and theft.

homeowners insurance covers buildings, personal property,
household belongings.

l'he student is able td:.

compare and.select appropriate types of personal insurance
haeed'On needs, e.g., .term vs. Whole. life,' group vs.
individual.health.ineurance.

compare and select appropriate types of auto insurance.

compare andselect appropriate type of homeowner's
insurance.. .

The student values: .

insurance as a .form of protection from financial disaster.
(7

-19-
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC_AREA:_

...MATHEMATICS

PRACTICAL APPLI&TIONS
Ratios, Proportion, Measurement Formulas, _

Percent

The student knows:.

formulas to Compute distance, area, perimeter, volume. .

The student is able to:

apply formulas for calculating perimeter, area, volume of
common spaces, objects and containers.

solve practidal word problems involving whole numbers,,.,
fractions, decimals,'and percent:interest, commissions,'
percent of,change, discount, pridt7(see-Rational Numbers
K8 Objectives pages 92-95). .

use ratios, proportions and percent to increase, decrease,

and relate measures of distance, cost, time, quan4tY,
rate, weight, area, volume-and temperature.

. .

The student values:

or

7.
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SUBJECT: r. MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Use of Calculators 9 10 11 12

The student knows:
t

...that.efectrOnic calculatorsrare economically useful tools
in' solving everyday problems.

I r .
the importance of estimating, before workihg.problems using
an electronic oAlculator.'

The student is able to:

do'luodaMental,oprat4.ons.using a calculator ..

perform a series of arithmetical operatiOns Using a
calculatoi..iosolve.e,:miyday prOblems..e.

. .

use estimation in cheCking"problemsiusing a calCulator.

.

The student values:.
. .

.the skill of,:estifflatiOn.-

4

-21-
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SUBJECT: milamATIcs

SPECIFIC AREA: ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
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'Language of Algebra Sets_ and Symbols

Thestudent-knows:
- ,

symbols commonly-used in the study of elementary algebra.

r
hOw.to order the real numbers on thenumber_line. _

t

8 9 10 11 12

The student-is able to:

.. identify:::
elements, subsets, intersection of sets,union of gets,

-....
empty sets, equivalent.sets, infinite sets, finite sets
disjoint sets, complement of sets. .

.. .
. .

, ....

specify sets by roster, rule and graphing.

. . -'

.

-

. express -the relationships of sets through Venn diagrams.

r

The' student values':

-22-
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SPECIFIC AREA: ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

8 9 10

__
-Variables, Open Sentences an
Evaluating lxvressionp 1 12

The student knows:

meaning of.variable, constant/coefficient, exponent,. term
base, eolutionset, symbols of inclusion and open
sentences.

,

.

.

.
.

8-10

.

.

.

4

.

...

.

.

,..

.

.

.

The student is able .to:

. .

_

simplify rational algebraic exPressions -

evaluate a1gebraic.expressions by substitution.of variable
. . ;

,. . simplify expressions containing syMbols of. inclusion.
c,

. add, subtract, multiply and divide rational algebraic
expressions.

translate a Verbal-problem-into an algebraic expression.

.
.

.

. -

.

\

Me student values:*

.

.

. .

. . .

.

.
. .

, ..-
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

MATHRMATTrc

ELEMENT& ALGEBRA
Axioms of Addition and Multiplication
of Real NUmbers

The student knows:

8 9 10 11 12

the additive and multiplicativereciprocal)- inverses
of real nuMkprs.

the identity elements of real numbers:

a

The student is able to:-

identify the axioms of closure and equality and the
'commutative, associative and distributive axioms.

identify the additive and multiplicative inverses of
algebraic expressions.

determine the absolute value of a real number.

The student values:

-24-
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:.

MAIFFIL4TTC.S

ILEMENTAELALGEBRA

Single Variable Equations and'Ineoualities

The student knows: ,,

howtoadd,. subtract, multiply and divide real!,;humbers.
.0.

The student is able to:

solve single variable equations and inequalities.

use single variable equations or inequalities to aolve
verbal problems.

.graph solution, sets of single variable equations and
inequalities.

combine inequalities and graph their solution set.

8-10

The student values:

9 10 tii ,12
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SUBJECT: -

MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: ELEMENTARY AL&BRA

Polynomials 8 9 10 '11 12

The student knows:

the rules of exponents, e.g.:

m
b
n

= b
m + n:`

bm

J.

The student is able to:

identify'monomial, binomial, trinomial and polynomial

. determine the. degree of a monomial.

determine the degree -of 'a polynomial.

. add, subtract, multiply and divide polynomials.

. factor a pblynomiA;,-Ne.g.:
common monomial

...._ difference of squafeg--
square trinomial

gederal-irinomial

identify common monomial factors.

solve polynomial equations by factoring.

solve verbal problems by use of factoring"techniques.

apply rules of exponents for a,power of a power, e.g.,

(b
m
)
n

= b
mn

The student values:

-26-
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

SPEdIgIC AREA: ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

10.

Rational Expressions and Ouen SPUtertre_

The Student knowSi-

how to reduce rational numbers to-lowest terms.

how to find lowest common denominators for rtional
numbers. ,

."::.division by zero.is:Undefined..

'definition of ratio, proportion.and Percent.

91 lo 11112

The student is able to: -

add, subtract, multiply and cliVide rational algebr aic
expressions. .

. .

simplify complex. functions.

sOlVeft.actionai equations and. ihequalitieS.

. solve problems involving ratios, proportions and
percents. "....l.

The student values:
.

..-

-27-.
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SI/EJECT: .

SPECIFIC -AREA:

MATHEMATICS

-ELEMENtARY" ALGEBRA,

Graphs - FUnctions and. Relations 10 -11

The student knOWs:

the meaning of coordinates in a plane.

haw tog2raph ordered pairs:

there: is 'a one to one correspondence between the s4 of
:real numbers and set of points on .a number, line..

.

"there'le a one to one correspondence between 'the set Of
Poidts in,.aplane and ordered pairs of-numbers.

The student is able'to:

identify relations
and.range.;

J
and functions including their doma n

graph linear equations in. two variables.

- determine the slope and Y-intercept

determine the equations of

graph quadratic relations.

. graph inverse variation.

from points and slopes.,1
.

use inverse variation to. solve problems.

The -student values:

8=10'

12
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SUBJECT: -MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: ELEMENTARY ALGEBR

4J

Systems of Linear Equations-- Two Variables 9 10 11

The student knows:

The student is able to:

solve systems of equations by graphing,'bY addition and

by substitution..

4 ;

use-systemS of equations to solve,pioblenii,.

graph systems of inequalities.

The student values:

:

.41.

8-10
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SUBJECT : MATHEMATICS'
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SPECIFIC AREA: ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

Rational and Irrational Numbers 9 10 11 12

The student knowd:

the set-of rationaljnimbera is a proper subset of the
reals._

the Pythagorean Theorem.

,

The student.is able to:

determine that a = Ial for any real number a.

-'extract .the;square'root of a non-negative real number.

identify a rational.nlimber as a real number which _can be.
a

,expressed i
b

n.the form a and 1ntegers, b 0 0.
6

identify irrational numbers as real numbers which cannot
be expressed in the.form , a and b integers, b # 0.

simplify radical expressions.

solve radical equations..

a.ad, subtract; multiply and divide radical expressions.
..

The student values:

-30-
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SUBJECT: MTHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA':

Quadratic Expressions 8 9 10 11 12

.The student knows:

the quadratic formula.

\ow to complete the square.

The student is able to:.

solve. quadraric'equations by using thequadratic formula.

solve. quadratic equation's by completing the Square.

The student values:

8-10
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: ADVANCED ALGEBRA

Review..of Elementary Topics

The student knows:

9 10 11

. how t o- state, recognize; and use the ordered field
properties.

how to add, subtract, multiply, divide and raise to a
power using real numbers.

how to simplify rational algebraic expressions.

11014 to solve single variable equations and inequalities
and.graph their solution sets.

how 'to add, subtract, multiply, divide and factor
polynomials.

how to.add, subtract, multiply and.divide rational
algebraic expressions. . -

I

The student is .able to:

The student values:

10-12
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11
SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

4

MaidEMATICS

ADVANCED ALGEBRA

Irrational NnmbPrs.ana Radicals 8 9 10 11 ,12

The student knows:

. how to identify rational and irrational numbers.

. how to simplify radical expressions':
,:,

_how to add, subtract; multiply and divide radical
expressions. I

each positive number has two realsquareroots,:zero has
one real square root and negative numbe.rhave none.

each real number has exactly one real cube root..

The student is able to:

solve quadratic equatiop by cdmpleting the square and
by using the qUadratic formula.

. .

solve problems in variation.

determine the principal nFil roots of selected integers.

1

The student values:
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC. AREA:

MATHF.MATTCS
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ADVANCED ALGEBRX"

Onadratic Relations and.SvsteiS. 10. -u 12

,The.studentlenows:

.determine -.the distance between two points in a

hoW. to deteriine the equations of lines in_alatie given

liOints and slopes.

lbe,student is able to:

: N

determineequationS otl.iles that are mutually
perpendicUlar or-parallel.

graph second- degree relations .in two variables.

identify_the conic sectionAand their distinguishing

write the equations for the' conic sections.

use the system of quadratics to solve problems..

Thestudent values:

\ -0

-34-
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SUBJECT: - MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA:
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ADVANCED ALGEBRA

Exponential and Loearithmic. Functions
..

The student:knows:

how to solve equations,invOlVing eXponents.

9 10

.

The student is able to:.

x+5.
Solve exponential equations,,,e4., 5

4x-1
=

identify inverses of refatiOns.

convert from exponential to logarithmic form.

use the rules of logarithms, e.g.,

logo x, y = jogsx +:logs y

x.
y

log,
OP

= logs "x - logs y:

--. use table§ of logarithms :..to solve problems.
0 4

The student values:
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SUBJECT: TBEMillr'S

SPECIFIC 'AREA: ADvANcED ALGFRRA

SP nt-P and .Series

The student knows:

Lsequence. is an ordered set of numbers.

a series is the sum of the terms of the sequence.

symbols of summation.

.Thestudent is able to:

.identify arithmetic and geometric sequences.

. identify a series as a sum of terms in :a sequence,

find the n
th

term and sum of the ,terms of an arithmetic
or geometric series.

find the .sum o£- an infinite:gedmetric::seties.

use arithmetic and geometric series to solve problems.
.

:10,
use the symbols of-summation, e.g.

)
(3 +2K)

K=1

The student values:

-36-
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT:.

SPECIFIC

MATHEMATICS

ADVANCED ALGERRA

11a-tripes and nAtalrmin.ani-s

The student knows:

8 9 10 11 12

how-to solve two equations in two variables by addition,
by graphing, and by substitution.

an array is a rectangular arrangement of numberS.

the dimensionsof'a matrix are indicated by rows and.
columns.

The student is able to:

J

.solve three equations in.three,variables by addition,
by substitution, and by graphing.

locate x, y, .rantercepta in x, y, e coordinate equations.

use determinants in.saI ving systems of equations..

add and subtract matricgs.

multiply matrix by scalar.

multiply'matrides...

use matrices to solve two equations in two unknoWns.

Thestudent values:

A /4,

-37
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

mAisrkATTes

4.1
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Ad Cn Cr A,

ADVANCED. ALGEBRA

Polyn omial Functions and Complex Sumbeis 9 10 11 '12

The student knows:

complex- numbers are ordered pairS Of .nuMber4f

that the symbol "i" has the propetty such that i2 L -1.

the standard farm a + bi exptesses .a complex number;-.

the discriminant of the quadratic equation ''is symbolized
b - 4 ac.

The student is able to:

simplify radicals whose radicand is negatilte.

find all complex roots of polynomial fUnctIons.

The student values:

-.4

10-d2
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110
SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

MAAJN.ATICS

AnVANCRD ALGRRII,

TrtgannmPtry

The student knows:1.

.s.,

0
.4,
6

41.1

%I w .s.,

w ....4 u g
tj NM $4

*Pi II
0 03

CO U

co 0 , Ft.

8 9 11 12

the definitions of the six trigonometric fuhttions as they
relate:to S right triangle.

the definition of the radian.

relationships of the sides in the 30° - 60° = 90- and-
45°-'45° triangles.

. the laws 'of sines and-cosines.

.standard'position of an angle,

the definition of inverse relations.

111 The student is able to:

. use tables of trigotoMetric functions to solve problems.

graph trigonometric functions.

prove trigonometric identities.

solve trigonometric equations.

- convert from polar to rectangul;" coordinafes and'vice
.

versa.

find the missing parts's:, trianiles usingtrigonometric
formulas...

tonvert,radian to degree measure and vice versa.

graph the inverse trigonometric relation.

'4.

determine the principal range of the inverse trigonometric
relation.

. 'use Di MoiVre's theorem to find powers and roots of a
'complex number.

The studen values:
6'

-39-
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SUBJECT:-: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA:

.1 .
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ADVANCED ALGEBRA..

. :, .

PermutatiOns CombinatiOns and Probability 9 10 11 12

The .student knows:',

definitiOn Of -a faCtorial. 4
,,-

a permutation.is an.-.4rrangement.of objects in a definite_
Order..

.:.. k,..,...

a.:combinationis an arrangement of objects without
regard to order.

The student is able to:

find the number of permutation of n Objects taken r at
a time.- .

find. the number of combinations of a:.'set of n objects
taken riat a time.

compute probability-Of.4 simple ,eveht

expand a binomial using the binomial theorem.

/

The student values:

.

I

z..

-40-
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SMALL SCHOOLS- PROJECT

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: GEOMETRY

. .

w.a

cur.{ C)
41 94 =
CO

W 0 41 0
oo ba co.
03 ,z -. Q'24 VI Q

As A Mathematical System

The student knows:

8 9 lb 12

that a mathematical' model is an abstract, system devised by
people to help understand physical phenomena.

u - , .

that geometries can be, developed solely by rules of logic,
independent of phySical:World appearances.

that'Euclidean and'non-Euclidean geometries exist.

that'MatheMatically valid d ductions dre dependellton the
assumptions (aiioms, orYPOS fates) and will change as the.
assumptions change.

:
inductive reasoning: taking-specifics and coming up with
a generalization.

deductive reasoning is reaianing from accepted ficts to a

the math system, is co4osed of:
undefined terms (e.i., point line plane)
defined terms, .

assumptions (e.g., axioms or postulates)
theorems

the PaTes of a formWproof figure,
and body ofprloof).-,

given,\to prove

The student is able to:.

`'tdistinguish b e ween-indUctive reasoning and deductive
reasoning.

recognize a definition that is good (both concise and
predise) and is able to write.the"onescommon to Geometry:

write formal proofs..

develop a geometrical argument in either the AUditect
direct method of.proof.

The student values:

analytical and critical thinking as an important tool in
today's society.

.

) -41-

I-) L.,
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SMALL scHoots Imoacr

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: GEOMETRY

8 9 10 11 12

The student knows:.
I

siMilar figures have the same shape.

congruent figureslia th&samesie and shape..

that correspondirigpaFtScOngruent figures arecOngruen

9-1

that corresponding sides
al and the, corresponding

the minimuattaquirements
(SSS, SAS, ASA). . .

of similar figures are-proporticiti
angles are congruent.

for congruendetriangles

the'minimuM requirements:for similarity of plane figUies::
-

. the-properties-6f different kinds of quadrilaterals.

the Pythagorean Theorem.

The student is able to:

Apply the standard.. Euclidean geometry theorems to prOve.
..pairs of triangles congruent; prove cOrresponding.:Parts::
of congruent triangles congruent apd'prove Propertiei:,Of
Other polygon's, e.g.,'opposite angles of a.parallelOgia*
are congrUent.

apply the Pythagorean Theorem
solution of problems.

`aPply.properties Of ratio and
of problem's.

'And its corollaries in the
7

N.,

.proportion the .solution

The student values:

s.



. SMALL. SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT: .

SPECIFIC AREA:

_MATHEMATIC S

grOMETRY

7

Tr -Lana l_P Inecpial try 8 9 10 11

The student knows:

the sum of any two sides of ,a triangle is Areater than the
third side.

.4 the relation between sides and angles of a given triangle.'

the algebra of inequalities (k.e., addition, subtraction
multiplication, and division; e.g., if Ob and c<0,-
then ac<bc)

The "student is able to:

find the range, of values for the third side of a triangle
given two sictes.

use. inequalities in formal proofs

. graph' inequality, ,relationshiPs.

The student values:

d

-43-
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT.

SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA: GEOMETRY

MATHEMATICS

(1)
V 4.1I j4.1
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Wwj 4jW
W 001:1 _7.C.Ot

ala° 60 al=
c

-Angie Relationships!
Parallelism and Perpendicularit 8 9 10 11'

The student knOWs:

. that an angle is the 'union of two rays with a common
endpoint..

..

that parallel lines-do not intersect dad' are coplanar.

that perpendicular lines form right angles. . .

that angles may be. classified by size acute, right,
,obtuse,-raignt).

definitions pertaining to:
angle
parallel lines

.(-peePendi:Cular lines.

classification of'angles'accOrding to size
adjacent angles.
vertical angles
coiplementary angles
supplementary angles, corresponding angles,

alternate interior angles

The student is able to:

establish the relationship existing-between:angles,
supplementary, complementary., vertical, adjacent, interio.
linear tlairs-.-:

. apply the standard Euclidean geometry theorems in order
. to establish t1e parallel or perpendicular relationship.'

between lines or planes, e.g., .corresponding Angles, .

.alterngte interior angles

'apply the standard ,Euclidean geometry theorems in order t
draw conclusions about angle relationshIps, given paralle
of perpendicular lines, e.g., alternate exterior angles,
complementary angles..

,determine angle measurements in polygons.

determine angle measurement in-problems.involving
supplementary angles.

The student values:
. .. . ,--- .

.

.,,

. care and neatness in draWing,Or constructing figures fox
: . the purpose of identifying apparent relationships by

.

measurement. .
. ..

. . '.. .' , -,--

-44-
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SUBJECT: MATRVMATTrS

SPECIFIC AREA: cv.r)Nrrrry,

Retention of Algebraic Skills/
rmarAinflr_p.apnmpt4y 9 10 11 12

The student knows:

thatCertain mathematical ideas may be represented
-algebraically.or geometrically, linear'equations.
-and their,geometric representations.

the formula for mid-point of a line segment.

the formula for distance between two points in,a plane.

the definition of slope.

a vertical line has no sloit.

parallel lines have the same slope.

the product. of the slppes'Of two perpendicular lines is
negative one. . .

The student is able

. .

graph a linear equation in two variables by (a) slope and
Y-intercept, :(b).bothintercepts,.(c) point. and slope, or
(d) a. set of points.

,determine algebraically when two or more.lin0 are
perpendicular, parallel, coincide, or intersect.

) find the equation of a given line.

use the methods of coordinate geometry to prove theorems
of plane geometry.

:apply. the skills of first:year/algebra in evaluating
expressions, solVing equations.

apply the Mdd-point, slopeand-distance formulasn
'problem solving.

The student values:

9-11
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: GEOMETRY

=

CirriPa, Ares. Angles. Spheres

The student knows:

9 10 11

the definitions pertaining to circles and spheres
(e.g., circle,,sphere, arc, tangent, chord," secant,
diameter, radius, central angle, inscribed angle,
minor, arc, major arc, inscribed; circupscribed):.,

The student is.able to:

apply. the relationshiPs4in congruence of circles,'arc,"
.chords, central angles, inscribii angles, etc., to prove
theorems and solVe problems, e.g.,..

find x: 8x=24

x=3

find Y: 14

y 4

= 211,5T

.
-

.

find.the measures of angles, segments andarcs,formeolaki
tangents, chords; and secants of a circle.

The student values:

-46-
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SUBJECT:.

SPECIFIC AREA:

mATImmATTCS-

cvnmvTty

Constructions and Loci

'00.0 M00 000
1.4 A ad

Ca

9 10 11 12

The student knows:
. . .

that a''geometric construction'is madd.bY.using. Only a
compass;atd:4. straightedge. '

. .
. .

that. a locus of._pp.ints is the set of all points and only

those points which'satiSfydertain conditions

III

4

The student is able to:

perform basic; uclidean construction, including:
the perpendicUlar bisector of a segment,
an angle biieitor

.

the fourth .proportional4 to three given segments,
a triangle,-given its three sides,
a rhombus, .given a side and one angle,
angle. congruent to a giVen angle,
line-parallel to aigitvem` line through a Obint not in the

given line, a

line perpendicular to a given line through a point not
on the given .line, ,

line perpendicular to a given line through a point on th
given line, .

proportional dividion of a segment,
segment congruent to a given segment,.
tangetts .to a circle from an exterior point,
construct a segment, whose, length is the- geometric mean
of the lengths of the two given segments

osircumscribe Secircle around any triangle,
inscribe. a circle in any triangle.

lind, by donStruction, ttie incenter, circumcenter, ortho-
seater, and centroId of a-given triangle.

The student values:

a.

9-11
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA: GEOMETRY

Elementary Transformations

student knOws:

9 110 11 12

that.geOmetric:transfOrmatiOns make Up one category Of
mathematical functions

that congruence is relate&-totransformations,Called
isometries.

, .

that composites of, transformations operate on. sets of
points in a manner similar to theway_in-whiChComposites
of-algebraic functions oPerate;on"Sets of numbers.

that similarity trelatecVtO size.transformationt
(contraction or expansion).

The student is able to:

find-the image of a setof points undeea simple reflecti
(flip).

find the image of a set of points under,a translation
(slide).

find the image of a. set of points under a contraction
or expansion,-

find he'image-Of a set' of pointsutiera rotatian.(turn).

identify the center, magnitude ;. and directiOn ofrotations.

identify the magnitude7g,od direction of a translation. -.

find the preimage ofa point.

The student values:.

9-11
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SMALL SCROCCSTROJECT:
4 .

.

SUBJECT :

SPECIFIC AREA:

;

MeREkATICS

CP.OMOTRt.

00

ca.

ea and

The student 'snows:-

how to distinguish between forMulas of.l.engtharea, and
volume.

. the formulas of yerimeter and area. of triarigieS,
parallelograms, and regular Polygons..

.

.

the..fiftitila.forirea and Circumference.of Circles;
. .-_.

--.

the formula:Ior .surfacef Ce area': and volute' Cf.4riSme,.',..,'.

Cylinders:pyramids,7COnes, and Spheres:. ....:=

The student is able to:

-use frmulasof area' and volume in .problem SCVving..

.-'74

11,

,The student :values:

7497. ,

:

9 -11

11.
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,

SPECIFIC AREi

M4THRMATICS'

GEOMETRY

Triganametry

ThestUdent knows:

the:relaionShip.betWeen righttrianglt 'trigonometry aild
.

similarity iti.geometry,:

definitionsofsingcosine'and tangent ratios,-

. A .
side length iat161,4i 300 right
triingle:' '

.

, ._

angle 45
o
_right

The student is Sable to

find the value A the-sine, cOSine-and tangent of
labeled- angle in -a right triangle, given lengths ofside

. .
. .

use a table of trigonometric values in or to find the

sine, cosine, and tangent of given angles.

find

.

the lengths of.twosideSof a right triangle, given,
the. third side and one acute angle9

find
, .

the, measure of,aaScute angle of a right triangle,
given the,lengths of twO of its sides. -

solve word problems requiring the wTiiing-ind solving o
.a trigonometric equation. . .

The student values:

-50-
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SUBJECT: 14411214An-CS

SPECIFIC AREA: ADVANCED TOPICS,

Triionometry
, .

_ The student knows:

the definitions of the.six trigonometric functions.
'- the different Systems of angie:measurement..

De MbivreS:theerem is usethto find powers and roots of
,,.,'.,:,...... complex .numberarin.polar form. . . ;.:--,

the six tkinetiOal values of the special angles and th'eir,
,'-:- , 0 ;illiapi)S7 iie4 00, .3U., 450 i 600., ,i,90 0 , etc:.

.

4

,
. . ,.... :

See Trigonometry
r

for Geometry and Advanced ,Algehra..,
:. ':

.

The student is able.tnt: .

, . -
convert from one system-of angle.::iiiiiasurement to another'.
(radians, dpgrees)i. ' : 0

.. d f ine and illustrate a direqteji 'angle. on a Circle.'and- irt-
_ _ .,,;.,...,the rectangular coordinate

-..' :.d,erive and verify identities in44ving reciprocal,., .:. .quotient, Pythagorean, sum and difference, and double
. angle relations and fOrmulas. "..... -' : -:

1 solve equatisn's and inequalities involving circular and
tiigonennetric, functions& ,

apply the law of sines and law of cosines to solutions of
triangles :-.0..T.; .....

.. solve equatForts .and inequalities involving inverse circul
. - .

and trigonometric functions.:
perfarm 'the baiic operations; find powers and roots Of

,- cOmppax numbers in both standard and polar forms.
. : find the areas of a: tt4angle by Using different formulas;

e.. g'ab Sin C ....,., i .....
A A, A20: C.?"' .":11-= VA (S -a) Cg :b),-(s:-.0_.
use the2calOiiiiiiOi to,:iolVe probleini involving the-Sii
trigonometric -functions 1
',etch graphs 4.,,:the six trigonometric functions and their

illizverses i .giving the, domain and range of. each. .-..! '' ,

etermine the amplitude, perioCand phase shift and range
of the function Y - Yi + AT(BX+C) where T is one of ',the

trigonometric functions and Y is some constant value.
1

.

,

The student values:
.

. .
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i SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT
-

SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS
/

-,

SPECIFIC AREA: ADVANCED TOPICS

Analytic Geometry

The student knows:

6 9 10 11 12

Os :

the SigRe.ofa line is ratio of change igl-tothe
change in

x xr
1

x2

definition of eccentricity.

tat tye graph of a quadratic equation-of the fOrm
.x +y Dx + Ey =i--F = 0 is a. circle;

. .

definition of conics involving locus of points.

hat,=the graph of'Ax
2
+ Bxy + Cy

2
+ Dx '+ Ey + F = 0is a

conic se tion (ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, circle, line)

- see Graphs Functio s'and.Relationi EleMentary Algebra.

The student is able to.:

find the-distance between two points.

determine an eqUaticin of a'linegiveni.2:points Or-
1 point and a'slope.

-

determine if two lines are parallel..

determine if two 4460 are.perpenditular.

Use'the.methods of. analytic. geometry td;proye theoreMs

of,Tlanegeometty. .

identify, a conic section, given its equatiOn.

analyze and graph-the equatibilofa coniCsection:

find. the equation and sketch `conic. sections, given parti
.

cular characteristics,.e.g.4-foCi,,direcirix,:vertices;
asymptotes.: - _ .

.

u411 and'interpret:odata in bothrectangulararld. polar:
form. .
convert rectangularcoordinates to polar coordinates and
conversely. .

The student Values r.

Go.



SMALL SCHOOLS :PROJECT

SUBJECT: NAIHEMATTrq

"SPECIFIC AREA: ADVANCED Tnwurg

8 9 10 11 12

The student knoviS:

the:truth Values of conditionals, converses, inverses,
contrapositives, conjunctions disjunctioxs, negatiOns,

The student is able to:
.

recognizefthe hypothesis and Conclusion o a 4
.-

c'.-

?conditional statement. -1 '
.

.

A
st

use the contrapositiveof a stat ent,to prove the
_ - .

statement.

form the converse of a given statement.

use truth cablei to analyze,and4roVethe relationships
_-of statements; e.g., biconditiOnals, tautdlOgies:.

'

form the, negaiion of given statement0.

.snalyZe asyllwgism's truth or falseness.

The studey values::

753--

4

11-12.
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

TWFMATTCC
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ADVANCED 'TOPICS

Prdbabilitv.and St:atistioR_
e

8 9

The etudent'knows:..

that. permutationS;and.Oombinations are useful for
arranging data to Computeprobabilities,of events;

.

,
. .

.. the Meaning.of symbolsand terms associated with
combinatorial -;

mbinatOrial mathematics (e.-, }factorial, n c r.,, n-pr).r , .

, 0

the xelationShips between 'the coefficients in the binomial
.expansion and Pascal's-triangle :

the summation definition for the binomial theorem:

Common-meaaures
Standaredeyiaii $ riince,' quartiles, siatimes,
perCentiles

The student 1.6 to:

,calculate the number of combinations or permutations
fOr &stared condition..

eXPaUd a binomial expression to a;positive integral.
.

power-using the binomial rliearem;

find the n
th

term .of a binomial expansion.

. .

. . compute the probability off.outcomes of ordinary uncertain
events e.g., tossing coin, rolling dice);: :, .

. / l .

,I.

com.ute the probability of mutually.eXclusive or
.1.4.pendent events.

The.student.valueS:,

-54
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SPECIFIC AREA: ADVANCED-TOPICS'

Martrices and _Determinants

The student knowsi'

that a matrix is a rectangular array of nuierals.

condition6 xaath'must be satisfied for matrices tobe
added or multiplied. ' 2

that the determinant. associated with each square matrix
is a number (sdalar. '..

definition of the inverse of a matrix:

see Matrices and Determinants - Advanced Algebra

e: student is able to:

add, subtract, and multiply conformable matrices...

.determine if a'square matrix has an inverse.

find the
matrix.

nv44,..EIP

4
icative inveise of nonsingular square

.Compute the determinant of.a square matrix.

represent a system of'equations with a.matrix.

.use"Cramer's Rule to solve systems of equations.
-

. .

=solve a systeM of linear equations by.usitimatricep...

The studentyalues:

:8
9 10 it 12

1
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SMALL' SCHOOLS PROJECT ,

SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC. AREA:. ADVANCED TOPICS

Sequeni-4;s and spri ;c4r.Azicredi).

The student knows:

/'"

i0

that a series is the indicated sum of a sequence.

r
, that if 'S his .the. set of natural numbets andlf lE

whenever XES-,
the..S. contains ail. -the ;naitur .

(PriUciple bf-Mathem4titai fhdU6tIon)

see SeqderiCes arid series for advanCed algebra

tc.
.

The s6ident-isable,tol

find the limit q; d sequence If it existS.:
. 1

. .determ,i0e whether..a givei sequence is Convergent-
divergent:

. -

prOVe theOrems-by using' mathematical
.

write th.ssut-of aSeriesi)y using summation notion
._ .

see, - sequences and'.series for advanced 'algebra;'

The student valueSf
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SACIF# ARE,i?': ADVANCED .TOPICS

Polynomial Functions 9 10 11 12

it'Ke studentknows:

that if p(x).1- (X-r), then P(r) is, the remainder

tRemainder Theorem). .

that if P(r)7 0, then x-r is a factor,:of P(X)
(Factor Theorem).

.

the FUndamental- Theorem of Algebra.

( . that, if P(x)Ais a polynomial in ,x and if P(a)=0, then a
is a zero of the polynomial and x -a, is a factor.

The student is. able s

-,

apply the'ilemainder.Theoram.to evaluate a,polyno
any real number -.':

. .,:.,.:

,

: :- ,:-. .." '' -Y.4.,- :.

. apply the Factor -Theorem lo find -factors of a polynomial.
...

use-synthetic 31viaionit4in the quotiant°aridremainder
dividedP(x) is dividad..by (X-T) . -

apply the Rational Roots Theorem,
,

. e
use Descartee.Rule.of'9igns to Aatertine thabounds on
the number of-positiVe,-negative and total possible Toots.,

,

The student values:

O
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJ40

SUBJECT: MATRTMATTCS

SPECIFIC AREA: ADVANCED TOPICS

Vector Theory

The.student knows.:

fhai 7elpors. are direCted line segments used to represent
quantit4s having magnitude and direction.;,

. ' L
-.

..the symbgls Commonto vectors, e.g; sCalar.(a),
vector (c), dot voduCtrl.. - 'N. '.

,

that any two or three dimensionalYector tan
i:

epte-

sentedmespectively as an ordered paitor tripe of real
numbeiAa,b) or (a,b,c).

. ,
the definition'of displacement of a vector..

,

At' the definiiiOnOf cross product...

the vector product (cross product ) can be calculated using
determinant's.

Tha'student is able to:

findthe norm (magnitude)' and directionof a yectorwith-
respect to a.coordinate axis. .

-;1.

determine if vectors Are eTAYalente:,

add and subtract vectors,,both graphically ancU
-s

.algebraically.

Nez

. determine the resultant of a system, of triktorsbOiii

-..graphically and algebraically. . .

: '..find the direct,iorti'cdsines of a give vector.
-.

find the' inner.IdOt) prodUct of two vectors.'

uqe inner (dot) ptoduct to. determine''if vectors are I,

perpendicular
.

f -
.6

write equations of lines an
and iSarameEtic form.

s,dga,anfs in vector form

. rename a vector with eiter polar or rectangular
coordinates. .

The student values:
-58-
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SPECIFIC AREA: ADVIACED TOPICS

Hi Crory of '1tathinalt--tr.

The student knowS:.;.:,

(1)
00

.2)

8 10 11 12

factors contr,ibuting tp the development of numeraik:.-,,- 11-12
symbols (numerals) and number systems. ...t.-:.?fl

-;*

that modern niathematics;_haS origins in early ticrifizat.14:2ns
,(e.g., Babylonian, Sindu, Egyptian, Greek, and Roman):
°

o.

student is able toe'

"'.trace the devdlciPment of pOSitional number syStemS..

contributions of certain outstanding mathematicians,
(e.g., Archimedes, Exiclid, Pythagoras, -Newton,- Leibnitz,
paSCal.

state .-reasons for the development of d.eductive

mathematical systems in conirast: to, systems based on
observation and experimentation.

cite recent-studies and findings that shed new light-on
the nature or uses of mathematics in preFS,tor'Y..

.

The ;student values:

.

thecentrai role of mathematics in technological, advances
throughout history:

.
,

. 1;: w
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS

SPECIFIC AREA :' 'ADVANCED TOPICS

CalculuS

The student knows:..

concepts of real numbersi_analYtic geometry atfunctiOns.

the definition of limit and can apply it to define"
differentiaiioh.

the definition- of continuity

relationship between the derivative and the
,-function

-The student is able to:-

solve inequalities. with.ebsOldie.4;alupTaingthe
.,

peoperties of real numbers.: .

-evaluate the limit of'an expression.
. . .

.

. use the rules-Of differentiationta. different
and-transcend6htal functions.

-
.

11-12

e.'algebraic

applydifferentiation to graphing, zelefed rates and
extreme value problems:

.use limits and series to-defineinttgration.
$

., use the formulas of integration to ihtegrate algebraic and
transcendental functions.

solve area, volume ngtheproblems by using the
-various methods of integration. ,

4
. solve problems bf...a physic nature such.as Work, mass,

liquid pressurWetg.,.by us3YFg techniques of.differen-=
.tiation and/or integration:.

The,stAent values:
/

=60-

9 10 11 12
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SMALL,SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT:

a,

MATHEMATICS ,

SPECIFIC AREA: , COMPUTER TOPICS
Computer Literacy./ Computer-Hardware
.Flowcharting

The student knows::

.
- ,

.

that there are .many computer-relatedjobs.

the function of each Of.the'keys biia:standard computer
input terminal..

;, the distinguishing characteristics"oeen electronic
digital comp(iter.

.."-";;

some of the adVantakes of usebf;tompUtersysstemSover
.other sygtems:of treating data,.7,

.

-some of the'llmitations of computers.
. .

4 0 11.12

that many'.%61ectrOnic devices..Contain.7'cbmplieeta2.,,,

WegatiVkyvs. in which..-Computers affect,;

.

.

, .
... . .. .-The student is able to f4:-.1'.*4..,......4.,

. .?.* ;7..-
..._,:.:1.- ..s,99-:.!:_turn on a..stan dard. computer input terininarlagai 9g,-on

7,, ty. .
: . -and off a computer. _ i:.,

711.6'40'"
determine 'when solutions to. given problems would -most _ 6)
efficiently be helped by.a calculator,'yersonal-computer,

..'orlargedomputer system.

. run a "canned" program or tba: computer.

\draw and. ,.interpret -the shiPesVta'in flowaharts.

construct a flowchart defining a common
(e.g., dialing a telephone).

everyday activity

donstruct a flowchart as-a step in writing a program to
solve a 1)roblet. --*

The student_values:

both the power and the limitations of the electronic
digital`Computer.

0

-61-
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SUBJECT: taTHEMATTCS

SPECIFIC AREAL COMPUTFR Tn72.117s

1:3 4.1

r.4

41-W w 4J
DOJO

00 13
113

00 03'=

BASIC-Language / FORTRANLanguage-

e-Student.kniows:

. .-theelements ort-.#e BASIC language.
-.4

8 9 1 11 12

the BASIC language haSlimitatiOns, and the advanOed:._
"L languages _(FORTRAN,;7t-oBbL) are necessary

COMpute7145-

The student-is able to:

write, execute and debug a BASIC program.

write, execute- and debug a FORTRAN program.

. trace programs written: in BASIC or FORTRAN:

collect and organize data in away that will
solutions to a `problem by -Oompute;.

distinguish betwepn real and , integer mode variables: anct
.will' know the results of operations in these, modes:"

demonstrate proper application of accepted prOgraMming
techniques..

The student values:

. 4

-62-
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS
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SPECIFIC AREA:

The

.

IgNERALSTUDY.-'TE_CITNIQUP.47'
.

-1/..7-2t.

student knows:

9 10 11

terminology, 'syntax and symbols pertinent to mathematics.

there are logical: sequences to problem, solving.

explanations and story problems must be read carefully
at a Slow rate, :andihenreread.

a study technique such as .SQ, RQ, CQ may help clarify
probleMs.

7.;,

-

. The student is able to.:

fcillow-direCtionsi t&-Solve'probleme.

identify relevant and irrelevant details in problems.

read and understand charts, graphs, tables and diagrams..

translate proie into mathematical sentences.
- .

,ma

translate mathematical sentences. into:prose.:

estimate and predict sOlutions-
,

. .

deterMine what was asked for 'in- a probleM.

employ -multiple strategies to solve problems.

. -
check 4inal answers against estimates.`

carefully, check compdiations. ,

The student values:.

mathematical insight in problemrsolvi4g._

-63-
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READING PROGRAM GOALS:
(K -12)

. .

'1. The student. esires to read and throfth self-initiatiVe,
-seeks out reading for pleasUre and.knOWledge..

.

The.student develops 'a fUnctional reading leVel to satisfY:
persOnal,.social, educational, environmental and vocational.

,needs and interests.

.3. The student pOSSeases word recognition skills (visual,discrim4
Anation,'auditory diecrimination,.phtmet34 analysis end'
,structural analysis) necessary:tor.

4.. A. -The student's VOc a bulaiY is expanded through invc pe ent:::
:

B.

in reading.

The student possesses an appreciation for the power o
words'and.proffiency in.:the use of words.

The'stUdeit possesses listening skills necessar for development
in reading...

The student possesses comprehension skills necessary to under.--
stand, interpret, evaluate and respond to printed materials
when reading both orally and silently.,

8.

The student possesses study_teference skills necessary to satisfy.
personal, social, educational, environmental and vocational needs,:
and interests.

The student possesses general reading stdr.techiques which
. promote. optimum learning in content area sub'5ects.

The previous ruunbered- page in
:theoriginakdoturnent was blank
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I. WORD RECOGNITION SKIIeLS (9-12)

A.' -Contextual Analysis .

B. StrUCtural.Analysis

. Root Words

. Affixes

.:'Phonic Analysis

READING

SCOPE 1,

9 -12'

4

VOCABULAY . .

III. COMPREHENSION

A-- Punctuation .

B. Literal . . .

C. Interpretive

Evaluative . k

.. . OOO OOOOO ..e

. OOOOO O ID... : O

AppreclatiVe

. ORAL READING, SILENT READING, RATE .

. REFERENCE SKILLS

A.. Alphabetizing and Dictionary*r

B. Locating/Reference/Library

e69:
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71

72

74

75

,76
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j'.SPECIFIC,AREA:

READerkG

WORD RECOGNITION

ConteXtual Analysis

The student knows:..

that -contextual analysis is the Primary approach to 1.2.0r4:

recognition and_yocabularydevelOptent thrbUgh. oral and.
z.

writtenla4dage. -
. thatcontekual analysts involves the student's personal

knowledge.. of language as it relates to the way. the
language ta..useclby-thewriter;.

' ,

that thate Are'many -different. types:of contextual
analysis clues depending upon the(word recognition)

' situation, i.e 4.
.

Direct..Explanation.Clue-.An outright exPlan4tiOn of
the meaning of a wOrdgiven to the reader.
Experience_Clue 7-Indirectexperience'ihrouth reading
andother.learning.: I.

Mood or Tone Clue.- Meaning of a'wordbarmonizeswith
author's tone. '

.:,

.Explanation Through Example 7 An example that
illustratesythe meaning

:;.

Summary Clue - Reasonpneaningby circumstances
summing itrilp,.- V.,:,-- ::. -' :- ,..--

.-..

. Synonym or Restatement Cluer:Meaning inferred from:'
repeated idea nearby.:,- .." . .

. Comparison, or Contrast Clue,r Meaning deriVed frai .

word or idea already known..., .

...!-

. -..Fathiliar Expression or Lankiiage.:"Experience Clue'T'ot.

Usin$ familiar commonJanguagepatterns-to-infer
meaning.,

. Words In .A Series Clue.- Maaninderived frem.a.
composite of all.previous_clues except explanation.
Inference.Clue - Meaning'derliTed from a composite
of -all Previous clues except explanation:

4r

The student is able,to.:

use the context for' the purpose of getting the leaning
of an unknown word'or assikaing the apprdpriate meaning
to a word having multiple meanings..,'
read iinknown.words by using context clues in combination-
with structural analysis and phonic clues.
use different types bf context clues (e.g,.direct
explanation clue, experience clue, summary clue) as an
aid to getting meaning.

-The student values: --4ek

the use of context and structural analysis tig-...tools for
expanding ones vocabulary..

9-12

1.5
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SUBJECT:g, READING

6.

SPECIFIC AREk. WORD RECOGNITION.

.Structual Analysis:. Root Words.

The student knows.:

. .the meaning common Latin

-the meaning .Of.:priefixes and

:':of 'the root !word.,
the Meaningof,stiOixes and

.:c?.-of the root (base)' word.:,

. suffixes- change the'part of

and Greek root

how they iffect

howthey.affeCt

speech of root

fi3ces. 0 11 12

(vase) words.

:the meaning.'

the meaning.

(base) Worci:;.

w.

The student is, able to
s

use root: (base). words'to build Vox meanings.

. .

use chM6n.Latin-and Gree;c.rootS. as getting.

meaning
..=

use knoWledge df prefixesand suffixes aS an aid to
decoding and'inCreasinkyord meaning.

The ',,Student values:

..''.- universality of many terms.

ccatribution of Otherlanguages to theeEnglish

the fact that language it,in a constant state:/-
J -

/

language.

,
ange:

e

9 -12

o
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; .

_snot!' RD'RECOGNITION

,The Studenp:knOwsz

Phonic Analysis ro 12

`the basic phonic generalizations used-in worerecognition.,
(See Kz8 objectives for Word Recognieion.)"..-

, .

Thesfutent is able to:

qse phonic generalizations as 'an-aid*
0

.

cog4tion.a

The student values:.

. the use of phonic generalizatjons in- .'combinations with

, contextual and structural adalysis-clues in recognizing
unknown words:.:

O
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

°.'READING. -

!-
VOCABULARY

?

The. stUdent knows:/. ..
. ,

. . .. ... -7.

---:-many Words' in'oUr.ladgUaga haye been derived/froM names
.or borrowed fromAitkeent languagea:

.

, .

,,

that:anle4fensiver,.knOwle . -word .meanings,aids.inCIA .Of

precibkcommunication.--. - ...$.,: .

8 9 10 11

, .'
.

.each subject.has a specialized vocabulary.-0.-
.

thai individual wo r. have denotative afteral) meanings :

that.individual.Words liayconvey a connotative (personal,.'
emotiorral) meaning.: .,,

,

that-homographs are wOrsis that are spelled th6 same but
liavediffakOt deriVitiCinsatd meaningS, and may differ
in pivnunci4tion,e.g.;-fair (market)/fair (just):
obdect (nounVobbebt (verb).
--;) -:- . ,

_ .

.,. a .
c. an.acronym is a wordformed by initial.ltters-,Of words-

in.;aset phrase:. , ......* '. k.
.

, ..,

1 , the dictionary
1

and thesaurus are resources for building
......

vocabtlary meaning'. . a'. -' 7 `-- . ,.
.

. , .

The student is able to:
AF

.

.
1 r

. expand ral vocabulary t rough involvement-in reading.
.

:... ecognize words used denota ively and aeri e their
literal meat = -

i

.--'1 recognizp,woids ilich convey connotative or .amo4onal
meanings.

. .

. determine pronunciation andpeaning of homographs.

aninterpre.t acronyms'. and abbre4tationa
. .

d:*.

uSehe dictiohary forappxopriate.diOin-itions and usage.

use the thesaurus to locate synonym ,'44tonyms and
'specialized vocabulary. ..

f

The student values:

and appreciates the)power of words.

4

an expanding vOCabulary as an aid to understanding and
communication..:

.7-707

9-12
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Stn3.1ECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

Pnnrtrtatinn

The student.knows:-

. that punctuation marks.are anaid to comprehension.
the comma is-used to set'off the name Ofa person Spoken-
to, an explanatory phrase, and/or sepaiatejtemd in a
series. : .

-.an exclaniationmark signals strong feelings:
the dash signals a longer.pauSe than that signaled by the
co a. ,.
the ellipsis (.4.) signals an interruption in thought o

.

co ersation: ,
-

parenthesis signalS an. explanation of,the preceding

or adds information.
the colon_ dignalsan eXPlanatiOn or list will_
these:Rico-16n. can be. used in plaCe:of:a connecting word

such..as'."and" or "but.!!.

the, words between double quotation marks are usually the .-.

) exact words-!.someopeiWa or'the-AtitleOf.a:stOry, article;
. ,

poem: or song.-
quotation markScare used around the.' XaCt wards

someone has said,..or:the title of astory, article, pOem
or song when theme are'mentionedWithinthespeech of,

_another story. tharecter: -

an apostrophe signals g Contraction or ..ownership..
r

-The-Student is: able to:

use punctuation marks as an aid to getting jneaning in
silent and .oral reading. -

determine in context the specific meaning indicated by
the end punctuation of the sentence (period,: exclamation

qustion
determine the meaning signaled -by commas, i.e.:

Aetting_afLipame of person ipoken to
setting off words spoken tiy someone'
setting off explanatory phrases
ieperating-items in series
used with the appositional or

. *determine :al:ether quotation marks .are used to Indicate

words spOken or to identify special names or titles.
determine whether the'apostrophe-siguats-a-contracticin

.

a possessive.

or

.

ya-al ,,-;5he student lues:

k . an understanding:0
.

9 ComPrehension.

the use of punctuatiOn as an a1d,t6-...

t

9 -12

8 9 10 11 12

-;
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC 4REA: CbMPREHENSION

0; V,

/7

Literal

The student knows:

a

. clue words, e.g., first, then, while, hefore, after,are
an'aid to noting tequence:;

i__that_sneclailtype_(iraliCa,Lboldface)-- 44-a±toOILUsedhy
authors to_aidthe readerto'Perceive intended meaning.

literal dOtaila are stated facts such as names ci.;Charac
ters, setspg,.incidents.and-.7tiaA S .:took-place,

sequenCe is the orderof incident actio:ntin
ecti'on.

e main idea pf aAlelaction.is an-eX01IcWatAteMentjAieh
conveys the theme, oar. focus of the se%ection

.

=signal words cobvey;author's organization direction, anct,
point'of yiew,'e.a4ffirst, second, alihoUgh,'.hoW

.

student is able to;.

use clue words'as an aid. in deter#ning sequence when-
reading.

.

use special :type -(italic, holdface, capitais) as an-aid to
getting the meaning o.f a written selectioq. '

recognize, recall.and/or locate significant details (when,
explicitly stated) from-a selection.read.

. *recognize, recall and identify main-ideas (when explicitly
stated) from a selection read.'

recognizg, recall-and locate sequece (when explicitly
stated) frad'a selection rip 4 ..-,.

. % recognize, recall and locate character traim(when
explicit/y s.tatedrfrom a...aelection'read.

-recognize, recall tnd iodate ause And effect (whet
explicitly stated) from a selection -rid."' `-

.:recoTgnizerecall and locate 4Mp sabf (when. explicitly
stated), from a seleCtioneaci..:-

use ,signal words.as an aid to:identifyin&the',aiithor!
organization

.

The student - values:

.1* ..7:the:,ability'to,reco,014e
-.;.of Materiiil:. 7.,'.

,.,
-1..:?.-- .,

,..J.P...
- e ...-k ' ie ;')

., .

;Z.. ' -

-...

,

author s. patper'and7organizaxion_

vc

. ... .
--.--5Z-qii , . r.;- , t..., t-,,;'-:-!.72.---,-
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

The student knows:

READING

COMPREHENSION

interretive
k

Ideas, events, or actions may bel.mplieclrither'than
-stated direAly in. a selection. 7

-
inferre-detkl-ware those details which the'aUthOr did not
state diOct17:0tbuwhichlogically couldAravevbeen 4

-,
included:''

the main ideas, theme, or focus may not be stated' in the
-selection.

. an analogy is a"comparison of two things.;that, are related
. _in some way.

The student is'able to:
.

.

'!(,-.:identify,clues'which support inferences.
infer sequence:In.:a selection. -,

idengify.an unstated main idea,.
infer cause and effect relationships.

_

..::drawr conclusions and-suirtantiatethem.wIth:reference
the-Material-read.

. drat:, COnclusiOns and generOlizeto new situations. .

predict the outcomeofa siOtection
recognize relationSiiiiit-beteen analogous pairs.
infer meanings from ,

underStand the role(of_detaila.*supporting.amain:ided.
identify the clues upon which inferences,careb440"

. '..gmake valid, inferences about theanihot!'s attitud&tot4arct-.

-the subject of a sellptiOn or toWarcl.6 .-eaudience:
extend'hisiher interpretation through visual imagery.
elate PreviouleacningS io'new learnings.

e,Ntudent values:, s

the vdcari4lus experfenC16 whit reading can provide.

. visUal:iMager0::as:ataia takfUrth Angone-!-T-appreciatiO
-

.

. -and atre,Tquipiting,

:

9-12
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA: COMPREHENSION

4 !

InterpretiVe: ElementS of.LitOvAturp

The student knows
---. -

the:elements of...e'dtory include plot, .chSractei aid set jng.
the Pletof a.Story presents.a'prOblem.Or conflict4hat is
usually resolved-1 .

. the,secittehee.'irfincidents of a plot mayhe inierrupted:_hy

flhhhaeks,-subplots, ;-prologues, . parallel epiSodes And
deViCes.

tr'inoduction estahlishek.f.mood and setting.
. .char cter:hreation gives.realism techaracterS .and

estab 'sheS character motivation.
most 1 tetSturejs::Writterrro 'the point Of ieW:of
persbn '(1), ,Or third-persOn ljghei. they).

theme i theauthOr's central-thought in a.'seletionwhich
. . may invo ve several ideas. .1

-:
.that th8?setting:CensiOts oftime'and

J.-.1.upod ref 'to, 11,relTittmo-sphere.:of. the .seleetiOn and IS, -

described in'terWOthilManotionv7II4- wards With.other.
elements tO-give.'Sh-

, ;.-.
:-.

.

.P'

The student

- .
. -

.determine;motivation of chatactees,by,.drawing inferences".

:front the varioutways in whidh4anauthor:.tsY-reveal_
*neharaeter;ille4.,..:-by.what Chars-et* says,.,bywhat the author

tells the',.reader,by-how'Othei interact with the character,

state the condk.t_A.problem in e:storT.or play.-
e*prain:hoWst tObleM (tonfli3O)4ire%short story bv,.plaY

is-resoIVee
identify '

yhm;Uentifyft
4PrnsrvatOr:,..thliaperson Omnise

identify any:obVious symbolic ..

identify. the !erring and .general-atmosphere or mood.

podUced-by:th4,...Setting.
4 .

words or6phiasee which suggest a mood.. ,

nt of view i a story,: i.e.,-first person

The-SnRatent,values; -.. .?...
.....

4 ,

. eliterature asS-soUree of insight:into:oneself-as well .as
a'lleSiis-,:of,identifying with the probleMs:Snd:emot s of. .. .. .

.

..._
.Others.

- ...
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SUBJECT: READING

'SPECTFIC AREA: COMPREHENSION

Evaluative
Ithetulaacn ows:

. not all materialwr itterf a fact is true. ;

. bias eicists.., in: *.` ittgn material..
:26,, . .-sensitionalisi is used teget 'attention.

'criteria used for determining usefulness of reading
; materials depends on the purpose ,-tore which the material. 1' is -btting ueel (subjective in objective accounts of-ati
, -event, copyright date, credentials of author and

publisher'). -

2. -

W I
TS co, 4.1svf.

7r4
GP;

44 1.Az,
CO ,

ar,4 1714

The!Vt4 .41i1pArto:
,-*

. determi 1:tiheither a- selegft9n-o`r-inCident4s in a selection
- _ are real Akfict_tti'

terms of the uthor's credentials'
tion.'

selection or incidents in a selection
inion. .

-45:- -.-:- l, evatiat '
.;.:.: .s-- - °;..---...., 4,andeo..- °. fi , ,,,e4

,,,- Iit. . ".:.,Y.' .: o..
111..i. _t.Clete .,,;1:.,.,'

..,.. .

: Jain yobvicite,/y ste*sotyped chatiOterd, eents or. , i- ,-.
, .

. sittla0.4, 3ns in -a' selection: :

. make Asa.likttons of -advertising. ''.." -

. recOgniieTropagana teCtKiques.- 4 -
x......:, reelp:axe bias 'angid.prelliclige within a selection.

. eiattiate materiafi.s-,to releVaiicy..-gt details ai. they
... :_ pertain...to a queition: to e ed . 4; . ' t . , :.:* -.

.. make judgments of woritili'..eslrabi tY or 4cop abili-ty.
of A selection.,- ;.- ' _

determine whether evidence presente S' port:an'7opinane
. .

is objecti.i.re, authoritatilie, and/or true .to-re4Eiltal;..,;,-.
conteit, .

evaluate mateil.alung a set of c*it onszstent with
the plirsrbse(s)...,fo 'reading,...) . i .. .... ..

The student value's.:
.

,

the worth of reading selectionsJto hLiirslf as an -.s -
. dbaivitnal. : : °.

.

- . events in literature ;in the conte!t of the time 'period in
which-they were written while. examining' them from a.

,,,,, currerit time frame. ,,, -
eig-1 . authorts ability to ohOose words, phrase's, and Silrltc; ---

crute:41esired effects :. : #
. . the author' i ability to el-iCit emotional response throtagt

dhoice of .langOage.-and styIe.-7,4 '-'-' e . :
.. 0 .

..%reading content :which my serve as a model for gtan'd
_ .

:' cif behaVior. '.'. :i - -:.
.

: . 7-1.---4, . . . 1

.

t

.

"..-"

.."
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,

SUBJECT: ' READING
a

SPECK, AREA: CONTREHENiKON

Appreciative

The student kndws:

rye

reading is'°a source .of enjdymeir.

feel-ingsand -LeMo --lif-f-ected.,-1Ey what is-reed.-1,
. .
,

. an individualti;
. .

..... -.....,..ces..in,ilande-"hifter Asponse to. 4-

what* is read. 4 . -. , ..

individual .may respciiid"dif;fererrtly to', a given selection.;
-

from *person
.

visual images (stemming from reading) may vary
to: person.

-fr., :. .

. The -student _is 'able i.to:
...

... identify with characters and incidentd..

.

g:. s'

4.1 ..
=
V
El

(J.
we, u g

I.J $24 14 e
co k w. a) 4, ' . 4.,bov ay_00 bo *el -

-12,°3 C1= k
es
.4

IV
3; 0 ..

11 12

9-12-

react to emotion or_mobd..Of a selection:*
-4).=

.411b

The student values: -

readirfg for pasure-. and information.
. ,

-. reading own work and work of peers.

ieading a selection and relatinz it to
:experiences.: .

author't creative,, untque use of langt

.-. the opportunity to create his/her own visual images-from
**reading.

. emotion 'Or'mooeas att important element of selection..

'

.
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-

SPECIFIC AREA:. ORAL READING, SILENT READING RATE

The student, knows:

the purpose of oral reading is to share a written selection
with an audience.
the-style-of presentation is a form or_oral inte-t5refeifion--

-hich may affect the :listener.
silent teading precedes-oral reading when possible:
Oral read ng slows the rate of reading..

. material may be reread. for various purposes; clarifi-
elf-cbrrection, locating specific information,

appreciation oftlanuit:ge and style.
silent'!r-eading 111,*e. effective and_ efficient for gaining
the author's

-isevesal factorsAii.a,u,ence choice of -rate's,. e.g., number and.
Complexity of ideas- of page,. type of material, and -g,,--urpose
of reading.

-

Oral Reading-
read ora 4ith.fluttey and expression to give meaning to' a
rea eirktiction:

Oc. prove 'a point Or provide information
;1ear;ly and,:project the voice, to.le

4.0,' ,
. Silent Reading

r.

9-12

-rdad silently and respond --to' literal , interpretive0.
-.4nd

critical questions.
7determine the tone of. the'paSsage when-reading silen4y.0.-2,;...1-
survey and'adjiist rate c titling to reader's purpose an
Pcnocilexity of materials:
increase.rate. of reading-and input of information:

4. .

ent values:.

reading and will chooeS-tiferea ent .
reading and will choose Xo -rezi.....otir-ally for others.

. readilig a wide, Varietkirf, Printed materials
shnring treading .expqriences 4 others..
the ,abi.iity, toincrease ''adjust silent reading -rate
adcomModate -various pu ses..

47-

.277.4.y, <s

.

41

.C>.'
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.
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410-

SUBJECT READING

SPECIFIC AREA: REFERENCE SKILLS

The student knows: . : , .
-

most systems of ordering are based upon,alphabetical
sequence. . .--,..each title is alphabetifiedqw, its .first major word omitting
articles (a, an, the)... --,-f

.

each name in a list is alPhabetized by last name first. .,*guite. rdsare listed at the top of the pageand aid -in
locat Words. -..

the symbols in the pronunciation guide are u

Alnti'abetizing and Dictionary
. -

determine pronunciation.
many words.have?raultiplse
-.tor part of speeh.
not all-;forms of wordS :in 'dictiona

-,t

meanings based on contextual usage,,y

aim separate
entries. ? -

dictionaries-vary in completeness and information;
. , . ,

abridged; 'unabridged, appendices and. additional helps.
the dicticinarYis a source Which offers more than word
definitiOn, e:g.iletyniologies important. dates,

mathematj.cal terms.

.1;

. .1'.

biographids, foreign terms .,;.melaurement "11'

The student...,i, able., tO:
..... selece.dictionary apprOpritte to-, the purpose. .., '.; .

. .

, use
.
4 e.aiCtionary key tO underdiand hoW the dictidriaiy

1:: , .

''..- -is ..--- ed. . 2 . 4

use the -dttr,ision,-of t dictionary to determine in -which
half or 'third wor ie found. v,

. 3.o4te words in a 1"tti6nary alphabetically by 'second
letter, third letter:, fourth letter, etc. -- '-r.-r,, ,

. upe ., guide words to locatiaiwords on a page.
use pronunciation key as an aid to pronounCing Fords",

. ;Ise 'the ,.dictionary to locate :syllables in a ward. f.
.cause the dictionary to

-
locate the accented syllable in a

.
.

u h dictionary to determine part of speech of words
baS d on cont.extualm usage. . ,

o lase. the dictionary ,to "analyze t.he- structure of words and,locate etymeilogies: ".
Meet word :definitions do fit -the 'context and make
Aiipropriate'iPPlicai4ons. .
rotate swords. in theirevariani' forms (tense,.number).

The student values:
the ,imaortande- of an alPhabiatical. ordering system an

-4;.aid-.to.inforpation storage and ...1- ..

-
ithoLdicti6Ory snurcebf'inTaation-Xpronunciations.,.

.

p llJ.ng, 'etymologies,', ,

4

a.

I
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ST.ILTECI:

SPECIFIC AREA

..LaCa
-

The student knows:
.

*)

/ Referencg / Library- /

books in the IiiirAry are. shelved . aCCOrding to
.type, _e.g. , fiction, biography, reference factual
information. .

,

'specific booksiand other materials or -groups of books- can
be located; through .the card catalog- and-other visual
-guides, e.`g. 1 -shelf labels; wall' signs, diagrams.

, . ...
'iher card catalog. Is arranged in alphabetical order ,and -r- , , ..v.i.t-...-- :Ociossziferenced :by .subjeects, authors or titles.-

. ..:- nontit,t-ibn bookeare 'digit td into ten subject groups -

.(DeWeY",If c 1. System). ..,. ... ,
i

the -Rda.der!-S Guide and Siii)jece, Index to Children's
Makaziites Jude* magazirie,arfiClesialphabetically.,

!
. . tkiere, are special4zest:referenCes for locating inforiation-:

. ;. .. encyclopedias information alphabetical. 2p-; d . .-

: .-- -A-'.- - wide, range of sibjCEs.: -: ..- ' F""3 - .I.- -
1"'

-'-

--: ; atlases; are e a 36ine

'.

collection- of m aps, t abls, -cl a s . -

Aiklmangcs- are aluartpiblicaiions which . incht i

. .0, '-'--' oCaiendis talies indlo o ihe r. u t et I nf orma ti on.

...q.....': ..:44-1.6 - Cals-did neWs. : cos ' f .currentpapers; are sources o
,..: t- i--."-tn.fi;iiiia8ion.-t- -' 4 - ''' : '. gt-

..,.. ., ,-teertiCal. fileS coiitainpam. pylets"; clippings ; :pictUres ..
-.-,...'b.-:; . . --4riti.. cliarct.. -..- ... . ... ...

.....,

. .-..0. . i .-.!.'. c

.,

The st
. .

us card-Catalesg.'eci locate') kpeCi
,,,,author, nuyber

-fiarmation;*
nnotation.

- . basic informa,t4ion in ma in entry e.g.,
title of article, - title. of magaiine, pageS, date of

-

use.; pprioprte piOcediares to focete'infoFmetiOn ,in
:reference: materials
use,: the Vertical.: file ;to 19cate needl information.

student valaes:y -

the lih atyl.aS!. an '.14c47auah,le- source formatiOn''and
plasurec . 4: -.

- - ?
i7.9471 .'fr 4 .

-
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RAVING IN THE CONT

#. SCOPE -4,11-0,60-"

.9-12

o

VOCABITOY-DEVELOPMENT

"I.

A. General/Teghnical . . .

B.- Using Co tual Analysis . . . ...

r.

II. COMPREHENSION

- -B. ViierpretiVe
C. Evalua'ti

4

80
C.

81

,82 .

83.

. 84

III. GENERAL STUDY TECHNIQUES .) .

.-A

REreparing for' Study
B. Surveying . .. ..

,9uestioning ° .

Study Reading

.etf.:: Retention .

Test Taking .

85-"A

86..
.

X87, - -."'

-:88 =

°

,.4
."

;1710400 limInt
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,

SUBJECT:

SPAC/FIC AREA:

READING'IN THE CONTENT AREAS

The studen knowv:

many
t.

in our language have been derived from names
or borrowed, from different latguages

,. that an extensive knowledge,of word meanings aids
Precise communication. .

common words have' different,. megnings speEific subject
areas: current-sgience,;currant-social studies;
changescience,,change--economicsMosial Studies;
hobby or profession.

. each. Content atea,has a specialized vocabulary.

that homographs are words that are spelled th'esame
have 'different derivations and'ieanings, and may '.d
in pronunciation, e.g., fair (matket)/fair (just):

-.object (noun)/object), (verb)._

an acronym is a word-formedAi initIol letters of words
in. a,set phrase. '.

. the diction *and-theaattus'aie resources kOr
,..

vocabulary ing. .'
-.."

The student is. able to:

expand general vocabulary tbroughinvolvementlein reading.

. use the Specdcalized vocattnlary unique to each content
-,area to increase coMprehOnsion. .

.'.determine pronunciation ancimeaning of homograph's.
,

. recognize'ind.in5terpret acronyms and abbreviations.

use the dictionarMapapnropriate and usage.

use the thee 0.,iO.:16date eynonyms,.antonyms and

12wepeCialiZed qP.UiZyr.4,

e student
-

-

and:appre tee the,power Ofwiirda'.

an an
.

ng meaniryg4i,ydcebulary as an, 34.d to understanding

-A c'
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT:

4

-*".;

SUBJECT.: READING* IN *CONTENT AREAS

SPECIFIC AREA:' VOCABULARY D

A

ik,4*,;;,--'''-- Ir.
-.''..,,if4A110- student kriBws :

.- ... v
.z.:-., t

., that contex al is the. primary approach 'to word
A ' reCognit n- and , 17. deVelopment through. orali ..e

and':nd tten langug. I .
,.,

-;t At contextual. analysis:.Inv(31vey,s. the student pe..rtenal,-
knowledge of language as -it. relates. to. the way. the. ..

language is used by the writer, -- . .

that there are many- different types of contextual
.-- analyilis clues depending upon the (word recognition)

'situation, i.e., . .

.- Direct Explanation Clue .-.4n outright explanation. af
the meaning of a word given, to the reader. ._ .. Experience Clue- Indirect,.expeilence .through reading',
arid other learnilig.; - '4;. ., : ' . , '4.# 4

. Mood or To:ie. Clue - Meaning :of a--word harmonizes :.With
author's. tone.... . .'..,,z,_,:e-1,....'s .). :--:. .

Explanition. Through Example,. r. An:Oki:401e that
luStrates.the meaning.' '. .

4. .

.

S ry Clue ..w Reasoil out meaning by. circumsta ces --.N.

.. suMming it tip.

Synonym or Restatement Clue - Meaning, inferr, d from.
repeated idea nearbY: ......' ...1.....

Co ison oat' Coniatat Clue /- Meaning; derived frOmi
or :idea a
ar &Pr
ilibiriat,.,.. n language .patterns to infer.'

Using;. textual Analysis

)041,

.-..'\,.. "-The student is'seble,to: . ...
. .

* . . '.--. use the context. for the plirpospOcif getting the ,mTiiragik... #
of an unicnoizn wortip.s.A-tZsailging, the apppqriate meaning,
to a word 'having mtilfipMmeanings. . - , _,

.,use different types of context clues (e.g.- 'direct
:.eicplanatiOn clue, eiperience clue, summary clue) as. f
an aid- tom getting :Weaning. .....i.

. use context together. with structural analysis to identify-
. known words or obtairk the tray.iiig of unknlawn- words.

On, guage Experience Clue.

geries Clue -"Meaning ,deriiiedfrom a
otIte _of all previous' clues excePetexi,lanation.

Infer ce Cfue - 'Meaning derived composite
Of all previous clues except explanation.

e. student values:
,

the use of Conte andstz-upturaINanalysis as 'tocipts for
. expanding ones] voc ulaty.

. -ars 41,1
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SUBJECT:

C 'AREA1-

9 10

The knows : -

that. special,. typS-enkriunctnatIon . are. toOlsusid

authorsio. aid the reader .to perceive- intended me

literal. details are '`stated .facti used to-support.:

main ideas. _of .a election. .

,(..that sequences the order in infOrmation
presented' in a selection-.
thee main idea of. Pa selleCtion is ati':-explicit -Statement_

which conveys the focus tittheme of-the plection.
Signal words--convey authON,organization, '!direction-

and point of -:second," next ea:hi:4h

. however.

The'stndent is able to:
7

-,i;* .-
. use spedi t (italics,' ;"7 e,..'ddpitals) as an aid ...

to-'getting the ,10 in: of :e.:. .fi en selection.-..-

. recognize, recall a lor,lo ....,t,-.7.. - .ificant-.., tells ' '...-

: ----.-.(wheni:diplidigll!.Steted) :f . , ..,

-
" tioti,_.4

ecOgnize,',..re24I1 and identify

-... i.

:-

.

./
;

-?N
-

xpIicitliAtated).ftOM:e-seIe:t. ..-
.

reCognize .r eca11- and locate *Segn. n4.4 When-explicitly

state07fr.d. e:selection read. :IT :;.: :: '- . - ' .

re 7i.Z.S.'-fecalI and :10retp charaCter traits (when

liCifly. 'stated): _from a.; 4OlecOon read. O . .4." -,.

. recognize, recall end iodate cakite and of eci (;7hen. ..

.
exialicttly stated) from efsel6ctAon r

4 I

.. w

:xecognIze; recall and loCetd cOmOiris .1.6ihen eXpliCit
-4 -.

'.14(1t0d) from 4 seleCti9n:r c -, 0 .

.t.. .A.:saignel.FordS as .an aid: entiiying th uthoes ..

.(' :'organ zatiA4 - ' .''. , .,

, .1.

The StudInt :values:

the'lbillitLt6.11egognize...author's pattera
. .

....R.rganitati I itOMaterial. ,v:

YY

ti

. s.
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SUBJECT:
,

SPECIFIC AREA: COMPREHENSION

The stu1Kdent know.

Interpret.1.4e 8 9 10

,

%.

ideas,
..

.,
.

.

. ideas, event's, or,aCtions may be implied rather thin,
. . stated direCtly.in.:a-Selection. - ...

*
. inferred detafls are thosd details which the author did

not state directly,but which logically could haveheen
inc uded.'

tha lb

.

th maid id themes orfOcue may-, not be stated
-in etelectio .

'an analogy:ft:4 comparison of two things that are,rfat
h tome Wiy, I

The student'is abletO: .

Understand:the. qle of.deta4SA*SupportInga,main:,..i.

ilex tify an unttated'ma44dea._ 0

-identify.. clues whiCh suppo# tgetencet:,

LInfer cause ..luid:4.fect411aftOtatklipe.

draw COnClu4onsndiUbstant44,e;theM-!.wiih 1-elerence-
th'e material read....

'raeOgnizerelationshj.ps'betwee0Analog

27.:ixinfer meanings from bigurativelangUage.
.

make'vaIid:Anferenced about the,author t ?ititde-toward
. .

:stile-subject flifita selection or toward the audienle:

relate previout:learninis tolevrldarAings...,
A

, " .

. --' . dThe student values: Ilt ..k . , 2
. . , 40 , .. - , . a .'

.. . -. ,

the concepts; and information gained fTomreading.." .2.:'ii*
. . A . """......0.11 ,.... vi,-II* , 0,-

.. ' 7 .\
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SUBJECi:

SPECIPIC AREA

. Evaluative
The 'student".,

not . ati'T./11a$1441 written . as fact is true'.
blas 'eXi.lsts,4.01.ri'Writtedinatereal.' -

Eseresatiotialism. is used to get attention.
the-n-criteri&-uSed-for-determin*ng_usefulness-of-reading
Mat erials depends on the purpose' for :which the material:.
is being .used "(subjective vs. dbjectiire accounts- ..of an
event, eppyright -date i credentials ofauthar and
publisher)

The iS able: t6.:
evaluate a section in terms oe 4uthOris
and coPyrighte,tuformation.lc
determim,e idiethr-ta selecticin or .incid'enCs in

.:ZepieSg.At .fpc;bi'014q.01f..±k, 1

identify ob-'0,1,-Sly- stereotyped 'Char
situations a seleCt:ipn.
make eva2.uttlas actvertieAge 111,

ti recognize protfegaida. teChniquea., ;.
recognizes hOw the *hoz. Uses larigurnke: fci persuade or;
elicit emotiqUal resporiSek including .attitude
of bias and prejudIce.. -04- ',4-
evaluSte material as to .-relevancy of est they .
pertain- to a question- to be answered.,
make judgments of worth, desirability or accep.titbili,t
a selection. 0 ...

.I-deter mine whether evidence presented to support :an:/o iOn
-is- object ve , airth itative, asetAer-true to ailginal
context. : x .-. g

evaluate materials 'sing a set of .criteria consistent with
the" puepose (s) for reading.

t
credentials

'a seleCtion.

:even:O:Or

the student iralstekr .

'.tlie':_toith of content, materials to ttii/lierself ailfan
indAilduaf.

-'indivi.dual ireative endeavors as contributiOiis td the.
'developMent of the sciences and humanities. ,

:... ., author is aliility to choose words phrases; and style. t-oi
?:c Idtesite -desired. effects' .and 'cohlie information; .
i5k.....% -the autlidi'S ability, ici' elic it' emotional response through . ;. ?

%"... tholce, of linkuage and-ityle. , -' - _ :--
reading *.co):tentikihich-may :serve as .a -Model for Steil ,dards .
.4

`!- .- *of ,behat.t.-o.r. .. :.....' -.,. . -._

: ,. r r',,--, f ..., . _ 411r 4
.rt

,..-:',4r,;,;-..\ '. ,_ ,. '.... A4.0:
.1,"

. ..,

v.



SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT:

SPECOIC AREA:

READING TN THE CONTENT AREAS

GENERALJSTUDY TECHNIQUES

Preparing for Study 9 10 11 12

The student knows:

_____-,-that-the-preliminary steps-to prepare for-an-assigned-
learning task-Include:

-

determining the teacher's objectives for the lesson;
relating -- the purpose for reading must be related

. . .-to the objectives for the lesSon;
choosing --.an appropriate.rate must be chOsen,for

the task.

the importance of taking personal responsibility for
budgeting study time and finding a suitable environment
for study.

there are systematic study techniques which promote
efficient; effective use of time.

.

The student is able to:

a

-

. ask questions to clarify the tacher's objectives for
the lesson.

set a purpose for reading.

. choose a rate appropriate to the task.

set goals to use aVaila e study time to best advantage.

The student values:

the importance of singstyfir techniques.

the importance o prepuotng for study.

self-diSdipline and concentration.
. I

active particAation in the reading study process.
.1q

_

(

9-12

t
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SUBJECT:

SPECIPIC AREA:

The student knows:.

, . the organization
table of

'contents:-

glossary:
index:

preface:.
bibliography:

READING-IN THE CONTENT

GENERAL-STUDY-TECHNIQUE

Surveying_

of the text is an aid to study:r;
-lists page numbers of- chapters /arc

of ,a book.

lists tames' and word definitions. °`

Used tulocate specific informed
states.'author's purpose.
lists referenceS used to support )
author'S point of view.

. the purpose for:surveying is to obtain a mental outlit

-chapter headings, subheadings, summailes, questions;

that the meanings of general-and specialized vocabula
terms-are essential to understanding the content of .a

subject area.
t

appropriate rases for skimming-and scanning.

The student is able to:

use. signal words to identify author's organization.-
,

.

.
survey the 'organization of.the'text'tO 'Obtains mental

outline Of its partS as an aicltostudy,e4,, tabie.of

contents; prefate,indicei, glossary. . -

use the steps in surveying to obtain a mental outline

. of the chapter: by reading title, major headings,
subheadings, chapter summary, chapter questions,
marginal notes, graphics, first sentencein paragraph..

identify key words as an.aid to finding main topic,
subtopic, and cross-refereilce inthe

. note unfamiliar vocabulary (specific to content as well

- as general) which may limit understanding of oncepts.

. skim for general informafion.and/or main ideas.

. .scan for specific words, names, dates.

use the survey or preview portionof-the study formulas
(SQ3R, PQ4X, or variations related to particular content

areas: SQRQCQ; PQRST).

The strident values:
that understanding book format can make books work for them.

. the importance of examining the overall structure of the .

chapter or unit before detailed reading occufg.
. the use of a study formula as an aid to learning.

. the organization and format of a book as an aid to study.

n
-88-

.0.
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READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS

1

SPEITIC AiEA:
4.

GENERAL ,STUDY TECHNIQUES

Questioning

The student knows: 44et4

9 10 11 12

. questiOnin, g is -the-seCond-s-tep.---in-using--a-study formula.
. . .

_._ there are questions, at differenilevels of complexity which
require different type's of responses (sae' appendix):

- .

mentally asking questions of the content befOre reading
-., assists in setting purposes.

o . .

, .
.

asking questions beforfreading is active participation
, in the study process.

drawing 'questions from personal experiences will make
content more meaningful and useful. '

Theistudent is able to: It

. respond appropriately to different types and levels of
questions.'

turn titles / headings into questions appropriate to
, purpose.

ask questions of the content appFopriate to the purpose as
an aid to.reading and understanding, e.g., What do I
already know about the topic? WhI; do .1 expect to learn?

.draw,upon_parsonal experiences
related questions,

to, formul te contenti.

write corresponding questions of th content-befdre
reading assists in setting purpose -

Surveying -and questioningraS part of
study formula occur simultaneously.

9-12

The student values:

. questioning as an aid to learning and clarifyihg concepts.
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SUBJECT:

/;,.

'READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS

W

'V
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SPECIFIC AREA: GENERAL STUDY TECHNIQUES

The student knows:

Study Reading 9 ion 12

. the meaning of technical terMinolognnnique to the
.content area.

.

thifference between 'study re4ing and narrative reading.

a

that tbe study-unitconcept involves mastery of content in
,iAtermittent readingsbased on-kudent'sAndividual
capabilities. . .,

.Theistudent is able to:

Goa

. use word recognition techniques to perceive the meaning...

:Of unfamiliar vocabulary.

,adjust rate of reading related to purpose and type of

maperial,:

mentally ln8x.ier questions formulated prior to reading.

1111,

deterMiAe the Main ideas of the selection.

relate supporting details to-general topic headings.. and /or

overview of main ideas of selection.

-rhe7atudent-_-values-:-
,

.2

the importanceof learning technical:and general
vocabulary related.to content.

study reading as different from nairative'reading.

9-12
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SUBJECT: READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS ---

4a

SPECIFIC AREA: GENERAL STUDY. TECHNIQUES

Retention 8 9 10 .12

'The student knows: / .

. the-following-specAmiZstudy-techniques-alk-reteni-ion:-7
studying _at regular times-

spacing study-and review over time
mentally reciting information /

paraphrasing

Certain ways of organizing material appropriate to-purpose:
taking notes, making an outline, writing a summaty,,
.drawing graphs, building models, sketching a pictute.

which personal study techniques are most effective, for
himiher.

. application of new information develops concept and aids
retention.

retention of information-is aided by study reading which .

divides material into segments to be read and assimilated.

The student is able to:

use some or all of these written aids to retention:
taking notes, outlining, organizing information,
developing study guides, developing visuals (graphs,

.pictures, charts).

use recitation skills as aids to retention:
summarizing, paraphrasing, forming analogies.

review _and reread material to retain information and

1

promote concept development.

develop memori afion skills as aids to retention,' e.g.,
using mnemonic devices, massing practice, intermittent
practice, overlearnihg, reOrdering lists.

. draw relationships and form generalizations from
._,accumatated information.

The student values:

the ability to 'apply information toreal-life situations..
.

. the,retentionof.knowledge and skills as foundations of
lifetime underatandin0.

-91-
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

N.>

READING IN THE CONTENT AREAS

GENERAL STUDX TECHNIQUES

-Test Taking

The student knows:

. thetiessbn for testpg is to evaluate what the-learner
'has learned and what.the teacher has taught.

vocabulary terms unique to tests. q
4

the purpose, type of test, and method of scoring
(penalties for guessing,,Wiighting,..etc'.), prior to
studying for the test.

-preparation techniques will vary depending on the type Of
.

test to be given:
.

Essay tests -- broad topics : .
-

. . Objective tests -- specific information
. Open Book tests - familiarity_With.rext-specifics

.

that types of test. question's include:'

Objective tests
true/false,. multiple choice; completion, matching

Subjective tests

9 10 11 12

essay, short answer

types. of answers a erequired fof certain types of

'questions. .

The student is able,to:

anticipate types of test questions.

review and use various study techniques when preparing for

atest.
)

. follOw directiohs related to format, scoring, type of
__response, proceduies_in answering test items.

. 'proofread test responses.

. pace the test so there is sufficient time to respond

adequately.

usp)sighal words acid test vocabulary as aids to giving

appropriate anwers.

. formulate an outline as-an aid to-takinganessay exam
or subjective test.

The. student vtuee:

. the knowledge and techniques of test .taking.

being mentally and physically prepared for a test.
eva'uation procedures as an important7Oart of the

feat-ging proCess.
.-

-92-
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LANGUAGE -ARTS PROGRAM GOALS
-(K-i2)

1. The student uses- language effectivelyinInteractOnwith
gaining and improving speaking and listening skills in group ° . .'communication-process. 4

2: The'stndent writes' openly, clearly and creatively.
.

3. The student acqtitres,-interpreta and evaluates informatpn thrOugh _

purposeful and critical 'observation and listening.
,/

4. The student responds inaubjective, analytic and evaluative ways
to literature and the humanities as a reflection of.the life,'
values and ideas of.this and-otherCultures.

5. The student comprehends the'printed material. needed to succeed in
'educetiOnal, --imeati6nal and social interests and,inguiriea.

'The .student recognize that ideas are expressed in many ways:
n varieties of 'dialect t of vexba)' of styles and usage
levels, of associations and points of view.

A -L

The student adapts'speech and writing to diJerent purposes,
audiences and communication.formaandT4,es thellechanics.and
Conventions of writing and.apeech.appropriately P1 assure
accuracy and clarity In communication.

a

8. The student-expresses and interprets ideas, attitudes and feelings -
effectively in verbal and nonverbal ways.

9...The,stUdent knows. that language adapts -to ..the needs of people
through time.

10. The student knows tat-one's.experience in the world is 'given
meaning and shape -by language.

.

.

1.

1
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I. LANGUAGE

Grammar.

Parts- of Speech . .

Sentences
Phrases and Clauses

Usage

`LANGUAGE ARTS

SCOPE
. 9 - 12

_Lexicography ''

HistorY of English
Nature of. Language . .

II. -MECHANICS

Capitalization
..PunctuatiOn .

Spelling . .

.4
Planning /Preparation

.. . .

. OOOO

5'

t7

.0 $

; O O

. .....
. . ... .
.........

.

.... :
-94

.

95

96
-

97

OOOOOOO OOO : OO
. OOOOOO

Purpose/Audience .- .
OStructure/Style . . O. . . . . .

Writing/Revising.

98

O OO 140
. 101,

. -102

. , . , '. 103
. . . .- . . .OOOO .- 104

105

. . . 7. . . .... . 106

...... s 107
4 .. . . . . . - , . 108

.' 109. -. ... . . . . .

°,- Outlining/Notetaking/Drafting
Editing /Proofreading ., .--* . .

.
Levels/Types Of Writing

Sentences/Paragraphs . . ..
Expoiitary- Writing. . . . . .

'Research Wilting ... .....
Creative _9 sting .. .- . . . - . . . . .. -I 1, . .. . . . . . .\ "1-10---

Journatlistic Writing .. . . . . . . . . . ; ...... \Ill
..Business Letters-and Forms. . .

v
IV. LISTENING ... . .

v. SPEAKING

General Oral Communication 114

7 Discussion/Conversation - . . . .. ... . . . . 115',

.
SpeeCh Making -. 116

gral Interpretation
\

117

Dramatics P_ 0 118

Debate. . . . .......... . . 119

.
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LITERATURE

A. Approaches to the Stuax of Literature
Literary

Novel OO OO : . . 120
4-S,h6rt Story ...,':: O .. OO , . : . . . .-'. '.. '121

-:.:Ayths, Legends.' .. ...... - . ..' . -, 122
.-Polktales,___Pables,.--parables,,---Tall-Tales-i-. . . ;7'123_..,,,-1:''

ar,...ct 'DrIama .

. 124
'13iography .. . , , 'b. .. .. . . :..-,... . . , . . .125-

126
. .. 127

Thematic .Approach .' -.'..,',:\.; .'.. .. . :'- . .... . 129
HistOric/Cultural Approach.:., . . .... . . f ... .. 11

:.31.. Analysis of Literature
. -

Elements and StructUre--
133.

, Author's Use of Language. . .. . .. .. ". ..... ,.. . . . 134
Personal Application/Relevance

O. .

C. .. 135
. , . .-:

. N . A . :

Essay. . .. ..

1

or

t

; .4 .

N

. .1

.
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.SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

/AisIOTACR ARTS

GRAMMAR

_Par beech 9 10 1z

-The -student:Allows:. .

,-.:

.

_-

At the-,'secondary level it is assumed that, although
the student needs to knqw:these objectives; emphasis

will
.

be on.application...

. a noun names,petsons, places, things, or ideas...

a pronoun is used in the.place of a noun.......'

verbs are words used to expresS action, to show state. of

being, to-link theComplement with the.subject,'and.td

help other verbs. . ', -

.verb phrases consist of.aumain and'helping verbs.

. adjectives. are words'that describe nouns or ptonouns.-.

. adverbs are words that describe adverbs, adjectives and

verbs. :

. .

.

. '. prepositions are words which show.ielationships between
-Pleir_objects andother words in the sentence. .

. .ptepositional phrases are-used as adjectives or adverbs.

.... conjunctiOns'arevordsthat join, words, phrases, Ana'.-

-.clauses.. ' -
. .

.' interjections are words that expresS:strong,feeling.
verbals are formed from-verbs and used as various parts. of

..
. -

speech. .
.

The student "is able to:
- . . . .

.identify nouns by their singular. and plural forms.

..- distinguish the various kinds of nouns...
... . .

fdentify pronouns.. .
.

distinguish the various kinds of pronouns.

. identify - prepositional phrases ..

fdefttifye verbs and verb phrases. : .7.

distinguish the various forms of verbs.

idintily adjectives, -.

...

distinguish the.various.kinds Of adjectives.

Adentify.adjectives by pobition andby.variant form. / .

. identify-advgrbs. .. -.

..-

'distinguish.the.varioukcinds of adverbs.
,

. identify adVerbs.by position'and meaning.

: identify prepositional phrases as either adjective or

adverbal. -. ,..
.

. identify verbals, e.g., participles, gerunds, infinitiVes.

identify-conjunctions.
.. -

distinguish the types of conjunctions.

.
identify interjections..7. _,

'

. _ ,

The studentvaluesi

,theuse of grammar as a.tooltin unders.tanding the English
.,

language.
,

-96- .1" kj
r.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

coJJ

os

SP C/FIC AREA: GRAMMAR

'
_The _studen.V_ICactwst. _

Sentences
8

8 43 10

that :a sentence is a complete thought.
. the various kinds of sentences according to purpose.
. the four types of sentences according .to the structure..'
. that word order is essential to meaning.and' that sentences

\ can be classified by-word patterns.

Examples of sentence patterns:

. ;" The. fire burns. (subject,. verb )

. The dog bit the, man. (Subject, verbt object)

My .dog -is a 'collie. (subj.ect , verb , - subjective -

. complement) .- .., .
. .

. The air is old.. f subject, verb-, .'adaective! complement).. _
. . .

. Bill gave the dog-a bone-. ( subject, verb, indirect
. object; direct.object).

: The class effected tab president.- (subject, verb;
object, objective complemen)

The student is able. r.:
.; .

identify a compiiple- Sentence.
.

I. .1- .

. identify types of-a sentence structure;
compound, complex, compound/compleX. ,--

identify various kinds ,,f sentences, e.g. interrogative,r
declarative,. exclamatory, imperative.

'''.4:-t "4.. -.
.

identify:various sentence patterns '(see above). .., .- .

e.g. , simple,

The student values:

_-

knowledge of sentence patterns in 4arying sentences.

4

1 Pj '4.7
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-

SUBJECT: IA/WAGE ARTS

:..SPECIFIC AREA: GEAMmAR

-.o
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es
1
and.Clanse

The'student knows:

- a phxase;.A group of related words 'Without a subject ,or

_,:predicate, is asinkle part of

.

. :A-olauSe is a group of words -containing,a subject and a
.predidate.

_________

an elliptical claugeotits a word oxwords necessary for
grammatical constXuction; but not for meaning.

. , . - ..
. _

. .

The student is able to:

identify the following types of phrases: prepositional,
appositive, participial,gerund, infinitive.

identify use of.the phrases-withinthe sentence context.

, . .

,
. ,

Identify types of clauses:}. nogn,.sdjective,, and adVerbial.

identify restrictive or non-reaprictive adjective clauses

and phrases. .-- *. ,

identify elliptical: clause's and distinguish them from.'

phrases.

.The student values:

the ability .to vary sentence structure by rearrangement,
of. phrases and clauses. ': .. .cl. a

-. .- ... '

v.

ISO

8 10 11 12

9-'12
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A

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS

SPECIFIC AREA: LANGUAGE

Usage,
4

The student knows; 1

i

that forMal standard'English.is the everydaylanguageof
.educatad speakerb4xerciiing precision in serious speaking
or writing..

that informal.standard English is the everyday language
of educated p4Ople.

that substandard English issenerallY inappropriaie

9 10 11.12

The student Is able to: ' .=

use.prgnounS.cOrrectly:'-

.
aa".-a.suhject

as an, object

as a predicate nominative
as an:appositiv
with subject agreement
in reflexive situations .

use adjectives4orrecrly:
in comparisons
-as fredi6ate'ad4ectives

use.aaverbs.correctIy:
in comparisons
asmodifiers,
appropriate use of negatives

use .verbs cOrreCtIr, *

id agreeme t_wieh the subject.'
in proper ease form °

use prepositi s correctly.

=always us atthebeginning:"otthd-phrase

- . use conjunctions.in proper Parallel. construction.-

a

The student values:

the'abiiitytoxuse b
appropriate settings.:.

rmaL and-...informal-EngliSh. in

-99-
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LANGUAGE ARTS

.SPECIFIC AREAI LANGUAGE

The student .knows:

.

Lexicography 8 9 10 11 12

that a dictionary:retords usage.-7,the Words. people.
actually use in characteristic situations

Y4-

dictionaries-tenkto-biiiien'tonservative effett upon
language change.-

.

the origin of a word can be-identified by its iYMbol
in the dictionary.

,specializedidictonari; include word usages'in addition
towordmeanirig.'

The student is able to:

vise the dictionary as a reference.

The student values:

that'a dictionary is.a record of'words in use at-a given
° time,

-100-
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SUBJECT:

S?ECIFIC AREA:

TANGFACR ARTS

T.AWMTApR

History-ofFnglish

The student knows:

8 9 10 11 12

that most European languages were derived from the Indo-
Europeah language and,that'these languages constitute a :
family of languages.

... .
that because there are no survtving'records of the Ido-
Eur-opean language, it has been reconstructed by the
comparison -of word and etymologiesAfrom various

:European languages.

., that English is a member of theGermanic branch of the.
.Indo-European family:,

that the following events (Outer'history)affected the
structure of the English language (inner history):
(1) 'Germanic tribes settled Great Britain; (2) Danish
settlement; (3) .medie4I-churctl;' (4) Norman' settlement;'
(5) Chapcer's.literature; (6) invention of the.printing
press; (7) the RenaiSsafiCe; (8) expansion 'of.the British
Empire. - ,4-

that many words were borroWed from other languages,
particularly Gr)eek,'Latin and French.

that the language of our nation is greatly influenced .by''
time, mobility, mass communication and technology.

41.

The student is able to:

recognize certain words by6ihdir spelling, pUnctuation,
and/or meaning as being derived-from a certain country or
geographical location.

The student values:

. the-diversity of the history of 1 age.

10-12
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S1BJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA: LANGUAGE

LANUAGE ARTS
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Nature of LanvlasP

.

8 9 10

The student knosis:

that language changes in
vocabulary.

meanings of words change
and usage./:-

its usage, pronunciation'and

more rapidly than pronunciation'.,

. .

interacting .speech communities influenae language change,
e.g., black, Hispanic, southern, regiOnal.

.words.are.pften borrowed from other languages tafill a
need in a native language.(e.g., Yule).

.-.1

.words are sometimes borrowed from other languages merely
for. prestiWvalue...

.
scientific words often retain Latin or Greek origins to
insure clarity.

coMpoundinge.g.,:buttercup from butter and cup). is a
.

majorpethod..of creating new words'.

.compounding creates a new semantic unit: something
different from the sum Of the meanings of two words.

political, economic and military events.and,trends:
influence the history of languages.

that vocabulary Amines - new words are added- and ,old: ones

dropped in reSpogSe to human needs in'a culture.

.

coined expressions evolved through folklore, mores, Bible,
history.

each child learns.an individual language-becaUse of the
influence of parents and peers.

The student values:

an expanded vocabulary for precise expression and
better communication.

-102-
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SUBJECT: LANGUA.A.T.

SPECIFIC AREA: MECHANICS

-.The student kno

b.

Capitalization (Skills Reiew)

See /K13 objectives for using capital letters.

The student'is able to:

use capital letters when writing:

. the first word in a lineof-traditional pOetry, e.

.Our. fears in Banquo .

Stick deep: and in hiS royalty of nature
' Reigns that which would be feared..

ShaReSpere

the first- word lna'Sen ence of direCt quottiond,,e.

She asked,. assist you ?"

34"

proper adjectives, e.g., Roman customs, Belgian hare.

-propr nouns..

. t4e-first7word of a sentence.

The student. values:

proper usage of written convenions2for communication-

.

the necesity-Of punctuation for Claiity in communication.
,

-)
-4-4- -103-
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SUBJECT: TAmarkGEArrs

;SPECIFIC AREA MECHANICS

rn rtlia rt 8 10 11 12

The student knOws:
. J.

See IC-8 objectives foir Punctuation.

s..

The student. is able

use comhas to punctuate:
words, phrases and -clauses inO a serieTi.

;.addresses, dates-anetters.
inttoauctory'element.S.
cOordinating'cOnjunCtiOnt: in a compound sentence.
interrupting elements: paqenthetIcal expressions,
nonrestrictive phrases and clauses, appositives.
direct quotations.

use apostrophes to punctuate:
. PluralSOfsymNols..
. contractions.
. .possessives (both.Singular and plural).

o.

.

use single,anc1double quotatiOn:marks to.punctuatez
titles of short,storiesi.articles, songS,poems:.
excerpts quoted' directly from-resources.

. dialogue. vc

use endlmarks aPirOpriately..

use by bens to %punctuate:

compound niimbert:01
- .1-words diVided at eheend of a: line.
, compound words, e.g.; brother-in-law.:

use semicolons between parts of 'a compound senteitce:and
series.' -%

use.colons before a list, in a. basinetletter, in time
notation, before long, fOrmil quotation", 41ibleteference.

use underlining for titles, for eMOtasis;

use the dash in a break of thOught:

use wordS.which are added to Ssen4-
tence but are not considered of'major:limportance-.-.

brackets to enclose parenthesis .within - parenthesis.

the
.

write words in. `which the singular_possessiveiS formed by
adding 's. .

. -write words in which the plural possessive is formed *.
adding 's, and words in which the Plural postessiv.e .1s- S'.

. .

write .possessives showing .jOin ownership:

-104-
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SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS.

SPECIFIC AREA: SPELLING
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9 10 11 12

The student knows:

c
. . correct spelling aids ommunication.

->.

.. .,
_

.
.

an individual card file of f,requently used words in a
handy -reference:. we

.

that short practice-periods mepeAkag in the beginning
Followed by intermittent practice Periods .0411 aid
retention;'..

,. that dictionaries are the most comprehensive and
authoritativesource for correct spelling. .

'

, .--.:,

j
.

The student isable.to:'
.

..

proofread his/tier own'kEiting for-spellingeryors.

use_ dictionaries to lelp spelliwOrdscorrectly.

ot.

The student values:

spelling:words correctly in written work

9-12
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SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS
.

SPECIFIC AREA: WRITTEN EXPRESSION

.

.

8 9 10 11

.

12
1

Planning/Preparation: Phrpose/Audience .

The student knows: .
:

.
.

-

writing can be a means oediscovery of-personal feelings.
'. beliefs, and values.

.

.

the choice of subject Is basic to the value of the finished
,

composition for the audiene and the writer. A
\ .

. that differing purposes shape the ontent,and language of

a composition.

all parts of a composition should contribute to the
achievement of its purpose.

. different demands on writing are created by the character-
istics of different audiences (age, interest, points of

view, attitude).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

..

.

,

,

...

.

-

.

.

.

1

4

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

N
_

.

,

.

.

A

.,

The student is able to:

, observe experiences and objects accurately and note details.

recdgnize ides, experiences and topics that would be Of

intezt.st ad value to others.
.

. -,,rrarrow gen,gral subjects to workable topics or themes.

use temdi to recall accurate details. .

. turn experiences and ideas into effective language.
,\

4

. use imagination to create interesting details.

. chaose appropriate point of view (1st or 3reperson), :

.
. -

. analyze an audience to determine the ost effective

content and language Vith which'to achi e his/her.

purpose.

,. write effectively for a variety of audiences by varying

language and content..
I

..

.

.

.

The., student values:
,

. .

.

. sharing idea q and experiences through writing.

., writing which is clearly fochsed on a dominantpurpose.
.

.

-
. . .

,.,. .

- -106- 1 i r'-
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

LANGUAGE ARTS

WRITTEN EXPRESSION

Planning/Preparation: Structure/Style 9 10 i 12

The student knowS:.

. .

that structure is the.organizational.planvof-a total. work.

. ths.uses of generalStrctural patterns,
e.ggenetalization-Aupport;. coMparison-,rcontrast;
inductiverdeductive. ..

. -
1.

.
. 1.

style is based on, individuality of word'choices, sentence
patterns, and point of view. j.,. J

The student is able to:

orgaiiizp work in a logical sequence.

. use structural patterns effectively.

create effective opening sfatergents.

. create effective concluMons.

write smooth tr.ans,ifipnst

..provide relevarit. details, 4

thaose the most effective words to suit a variety of
purpbses and audiences.

..'wrte using:a variety of sentefice.pacterns.

The student values:

:.-"..the need for an organizational structure in writing. to
aid the readdr in Clearly following the content.'

,

.. the contribution of individual style to the writing.
and reading experience.

v

- 07-
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SUBJECT: LANQUAGE ARTS

SPECIFIC AREA: WRITTEN EXPRESSION

Writing /Revising; Outlining/Notetaking/Draftiug

The stUdent,InoWs:
47,1,

notetaking is an important tool used torecord the major
ideas from a speech, written. word or. piece of research:

. ,J

-ways that.a speaketor writer signals important ideas and

examples..

an outline is an aid to organizing anepreaenting.a topic.

a draft is not a finiShed paper..

The stu4ent is 'able to:.

-take detailed notes on a given topic.which accurately
represent the-content.

recognize pertinent information and omit non-pertinent

details.

.t
.4

take notes fiom reading and-lectures using mnemonic devices
appropriate to the content andlmrpose.

use.direct'4Uotations, paraphrasing and summary.in taking

write a topic.or sentence outline to. be used in the

development of a paper,

The student values:

the need to take notes and outline.

the drafting process as an aid to develOping effective.

Writing. -

the drafting process gs a means of exploring. ideas and

feelings..

-108:
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SMALL SCHOOLS BkOJECTI'

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS
1:14 r co

SPECIFIC AREA: WRITTEN EXPRESSION

Writing / Revising: Editirm/ Proofreading

The student knows:

1'O 11

most writing can bei9oroved through effective editing.. 9 -12

one writes to'cOmmunicate with others.

correct-usage_OunctUation, capitalization, spelling). ...

existsto enable*others.tO'read_adduratel'what the writer:
intended.,

.

doroofreading is.a necessary step in producihg a "finished'
product- which is'free of errors in usage and mechanics.

The student is eke to:
.

look objectively-at.personal. writing.

examine sentendeatrUCture, identify weaknesSeS, and
ress sentences into more effective - patterns.

revise the order -and ;'Ficture of paragraphs:in order
to iMpictVe a composition,.

.

,

identify the balance of content-in the piper,:

._examine the opening and concluding statements, examine
paragraph transitions, identifTAna revise weaknesses.

recognize and correct'errors in usage, mechanical errors
and Misspelled words.

. /

The student values: .

j.

writing enough to dare to impro-iie it.

editing as ameans of improving writing.

writing which is 'free of errors.

correct usage, spelling, punctuation. and capitalization
.in writing.'

1-4cm
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS

O

",4".

SPECIFIC AREA:

!The stuaent knows:

, .

WRITTEN EXPRESSION

Levels / Sentencet / Paragraphs

. word position& in.a sentence maY,--Ile:.abifted in order to
. ,

prOVide emphasis variety.. .

. . %

- a paragrapl. is i ;series of sentenCes ,aeveloPing. One tOpfc
,

,

.
thy toOfc sentence. states the single idea of the paragraph:

Very sentence in-the paragraph Be.rplated to the.

,.... ,-,,, .-.

'. that sentences should bd arrangea:fn a 4eajr;; logical Point

. By .potnt:order.%,.. .

.

.
-

.: . .

. ''.' ,
..,

;
a parigraph.shoula include enough-Sentendes to develoP

;-/'''-';.the topic well:
,

.

.

transitiolial'expressioriS can help smooth the flow,ofwordS

and sentences. .

.
.

The student IS "able to
- 0

write the loit types of sentences:' interrogative,V
IF

declar ive, imperatiire, .Ixclmatory.

-write. an aqswet td -a- question with clearo dnd ComPlete

-Sentence. ; c

sue ! ,. , . .

,..'irite sentencts,using coordinaticm and, subordination.'

change the position of words: in a- sentence in 'order to
. ,,

.

provide emphasis 'and variety. "-
A . c

develop a paragraph brgiiiing details or .eidinples, telling

a story, relating :an ,itibiderit,iivirig, reasons, or making

comparisons .Orf contrasts: :., : ' ,-...:- (

.develop%a i)aragrarih. y arrAging details In a logical

- order , e . g , chronologidallY spatially ; or %:in order of

- importance.

The: student
' .
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SUBJECT: IAN AGE ARTS '
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SPECIFIC AREA: - WRITTEN EXPRESSION',

The student knows:

IevelskTvmes: ExmoSitory Writing,

the formal conveptions used in essay and, research writingj

9 10

-the essay can be: either personal, informal; or ;
forthal.

. the qualitieS of eaci type of essay: narrative,
descriptive, persuasive .

. .

andthat every compOsitioh has anan introduction, a body d a,
cOnclUsion.

C-/------ . .

that amarration is a form of writing that tells a 'story'.

,that description.is'a form of writing tkat.appealsLtothe
senses.

that Ptrsuasibn is a form of writing that attempts to
change ...ox instill a belief.

The studenti's. able

. limit .the 'subject and adapt the subject tothe audience.

determine the pdipoSe of the composition.
.

-.. take effective notes as a baCkgroun,,xorwriting.i

..
. .

..... plan tHemOmposition before writing it.

:.-,

_usecommon structurelpatterns in essay writing, e.g.,
generalization-41Pportt,inductive---deduCtive; .

,comparison-77-contrast.-;.
, -i

, - .4 ..... , ..
.

...

.--..,.. . write a narrative or description :a. clear sequence o
ideas and'include interesting aria..neceasary details.

,

use quoted material correctly and effectively..
, 1

.

The student values:

,:a-
writing as a means of conveying.ideas,and information, to
others-

accurate and interesting,expositoff writing. t>

9 -12
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SX4tSCHOOT..5.PROji&t.

suBjE&KL

srEcIFIc AREA:

GUAGE ARTS

TTEN EXPRESSION

Levels / Types:, Research Writing 8 10 11 12

The student knows:

4.

.

there are formal:conventions:and criteria for writing a
research paper

r .

how to .write a research paper which includes: (1)tttle.-
page, (2) introductory stateMehethat.eXPlains and
the topic, (3)' relevant facts on the topic; (4) logical
presentation, (5) Onclusions drawn:as a result of research
(6) documentation:with Pootnotes, (7)..Coraplete bibliography

The

'Choose and limit the subject.

:loCate and use source materials(See Reading In The.
Content Areas).-

develop. reVipe a Preliminary Outline.

;

Use a separate card for each topic and each source.

'write the rough diraft. e-r

write a final draft' including:
introduction
body
conclusiOn
footnotes
bibliography

f-
acknowledge' quoted or borrowed.ideas with the,.PioPer use.

.of quotation marks; reference ta'authorities,ora'
bibliographical list.of references used.

The student values:

the need for integrity in research.

careful, thorough research..,

-112-
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SMALL SCHOOLS: PROJECT

SUBJECT: i,AlialIJAGE ARTS

SPECIFIC ABEAM WRITTEN EXPRESSION

Levels /LTypes:---CreativeWtitino

The student knows:.

the elementS of script writing.

the elements of short.itory Writing:.plot, setting,
thritter, theme tone, mood.

. ,

.

.

the elemehts"df'koetry.writing.-

(See Literature section.)

'The student is, able` to:

404Mic
. detheribe,a`character, using physlcal characteristics,

actions,"thoughts, attitudes, and dialogue.

write using an imaginative approach.
.

write'a vivid description of a setting.

write in first'or third person point of. view.

The student values:

. creative writing as a way of expressing emotions and
thoughts-in an original mannft.

V

123-
-113-



SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT .

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS

SPEC/FTC AREA: WRITTEN EXPRESSION

Levels Wd-fiting

The. student knOWs:

..,that journalistic writing utilizes a forMat designed to
meet the specific' interests of 'severaraudiences.

The student is able to:

. write a newspaper article which contains: (1) the five
W's (when, what, where, why and who); (2i the inverted
pyramid form (significant details.at the beginning of the
article); (3) no statements of personal opinion; (4) iden-
tification of source(s); (5) paragraphs independent of the
others in: the article to allow cutting when necessary.'

write headlines which,give the essential information in
the space. allotted.

write a ielevition or movie 'review, which inclUdes basic
information., explained opinion,'and recommendaiOns to
the reader.

write captions for photographs and illustrations Which
give appropriate information within the constraints of
allottedlmace.

. writee4ports'and news articles and human interest (feature)
Stories.

-..

The student values:

clear objective reporting of information.

-114--
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SHALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT: rANGUAGE ARTS

SPECIFIC AREA: WRITTEN EXPRESSION,

Levels / Types: Business Letters_ ant_ Forms_ 9 10

The student knows:

the six parts, of a business letter: heading, inside
address; salutation, body, closing, and signatuil;'

the difference between a business and socig-letter '(see,(see,

Small Schools 4-8, Litter Writing). '

that a social letter omits an inside adaress.
. .

"that the business letter is usually written in..,hiocV.,
solid block, or semi-block fork.

The student is able-to:

write a business letter contsining a heading,inside-
address,'greeting, body; closing, and signature..

Address en envelope (s

. write a resume.

Schools 4-8, Vetter 'Writing).

provide all the required information on application forms..
'24

fill in answers on simple test forms acc ding to !
directions, such as driver's licenge teat, or aptitude
test.

write a letter. of introduction and application.
m

. .

write or print neatly.
. -

The student Values:

importance of writing letters as a form of communication.

the for neatness and accuracy when completing-a form.



.SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS

SOECIFIC,AREA: LISTENING
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The student knows:

that a_positiveattitude toward the speaker and the topic

will make listening more productive.

that-listening fbr a purpose contributes to the, value and
efficiency of the process.

good listening habits, e.g., focusing attention on speaker,
_not talking to others, refraining from interrupting the.
arieaker, paraphrising.'

the speaker4s use of language affects listener response,
establishes mood, triggirs emotional reaction.. ;

the natur .and importance of feedback..
(

the listener. has an ethical responsibility to listen
critically,.daterminevalidity-of assertions, and question

tactfully.

Thestupnt is able to:

. , 'listen for a specific purpose, e.g., instructions, main
idda, supporting details.

focus attention on speaker and adapt of attention to

purpose for listening.

evaluate oral prese atious for clarity of. purpose,

organization relevance of information tb topic, authority

and accuracy.

select Irom::a'speech the particular informati n desired.

recognize logical arregementain speeches, cause

and effect, mblem/solution, main/supporting ideas,
spatial relationships.

J.

I

'The student values:

yerbal comniunitation with others as a means toi refine,

'-tlarifvand evaluate...Ohe's perceptions and values.

the'human ability to auditorily receive and evaluate

'information.

-116-
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT:

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS

SPECIFIC AREA: SPEAKING

'V.

°Giendfgr-Oral Communicates

.The student knows

communication depends upon speaking distinctly with
adequate volume to be uncilistood..

.
.

. ..
the larger the audience, the.more care.must be given to.
articulation.

The student is able to:

e gestUtts that are natural, appropriate, and'selective.

'es blish and maintain eye contact with the audience in
.order.to gain attention and utilize feedback,

The student valueS:

humor.
.

responsible decision-making, i.e., decisions bastd on
.adequate, accurate 'and relevant information.

. consistency between one's values and one's behavior.

e
. donver ion as a social gesture, and an avenue io meaning-

ful dialogue

discipline and concentration.

9-12
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SKALL'SCROOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS
:

OS

SPECIFIC AREAl. SPEARING

. Discusdibni Conversation

The student knows:.

face-to-face communication involves interaction between
speakerand listener, including.eye contact, nonverbal .
expressions, and.reSponses.

the basic elements.of,courtesy-desirable in person-to-
person conversation? group conversation,and- telephone:
'conversation.

ways- to. increase effectiveness in group communication:
(1) be informed on tOpic,-(2) act...ds'a catalyst, '(3) exaM-
ine one4s own motives, (4) be aware' of group sensitivities,
.(5) utilize effective communication skills.

discussions usually have-one purpoSe: to exchange ideas,
or to reach an agreeteni (consensus).

the.steps a,sroup member should take to prepare for a
discuSsion.:. (.1) review personal knowledge, (2). bring
information up to.date, <3) determine a tentative point of

(4)relate facts and ideas to the.probleM and people
involved.

the'responsibilittes of.a diScusSian -leader including:
(1) to prepare,an overall outline, (2).to begin with an
opening statement, (3) to.guide the meeting, (4) to
encourage participation -.(5) to moderate. onflicts,
(6) to develop consensus:

The student is able tOC

fralie topics conversationally.
A

react to thoughts that others express by clatifying,
1..Ifying, extending the idea, or drawing a conclusion.-

"stick to the point," keeping remarks' relevant.

summarize the main points of the'discussion and the
resulting decisions.

initiate group activity for specific purposes, e.g.,
sharing,ideas,producing a report, structuring inquiry.

Use ideas,' data and criticisms of others to further and
improve. own work.

challenge assertions -ade by others in discussions.

. modiEypositiOa when info ion warrants such change.

'participate in_a meeting ording to the rules of

parliamentarzpioedure
1 .

, assume a leadership role when appropriate.

-9 10
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, SPECIFIC AREA: -SPEARING

. . .

The, student knows:

Si3ee6 Making,

41.

that;,personal 'interests and experiences

speech topics..

thtt.a speech topic should be impOrtant to both the
and the audiende.

.. .

, that a sil,eachrauttbe.orianized so.. that tie listeners can.
./.-..understan4.the major .thesis and.supp4rting.facts.

that'supRorting -0Oints'clarify and Support the central
.idea:of,'A.-4eeCh..

-
. that main points 'may Piave different.arrangements such-as:

chr`onoogical,.climactic, logical .(problem-talUtion,.
cause-effecti sequentiaior spatial),

that-a speech maybe 1MgroMptu, extemporaneous, memorized,
read from a manuscript or a combination of-theie.. -.'

8 9 10 11

are valid sources:.

The student is able to: .

.. forMulate an ouflitne speech.
.

use notecardS,'eye contact, and gestures appropriately:.

. phrase the central-idea of appeech im,S,thesis sentence.
.

. use supporting-points to.destribe,clarify and sUpport the
:.central idea.

.

_

adapt the formility' of the speech (both in language and
content) to the audience being addressed.,

cAssify and organize facts,..ideas, prarguMents in such
a way as to facilitate audierice:understanding.a4.
rettintion,

The student

organization and.planning( ncluding;outtining-and note
cards) as aids to deliverin an' effegtiye.Speech."

a welI-deliyered Sf)eech.'

constructive criticism which is.tactful,

. .

-significant as a valuable aid to improvement.

9-12
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SUBJECT: rOUAGE.ARTS

SPECIFIC AREA: SPPARTNa

Oral Interpretation

THe student. knows:

. /

_the steps in preparing for oral reading: analysis
of meaning, mood, meter and rhythm.

. r
. : steps in analyzing the thought of a prose selection\:-

reading for generaI-meaning
cheCking word meaning
checking word grouping
analyzing figures of speech

. listenere give the oral reader clues as to his or her.:
effectiveness, both auditory, (e.g., laughing; clapping,
sighing).and Visual, (e4,, movement, facial expression0

The student is able to:

select' a passage from a story or novel thit is appropriate
for oral interpretation-

r

establish a relationship with the dienCe, e.g:, build
interest, trust and an appropriate irate for the;:

.purpose.

.

The- student.values:

. effectiVe oral. ineerpretation,ofyroSe or poetry.



SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS'

SPECIFIC AREA: SPEAKING

Dramatics.

The student knows : -

. ways in which believing in the "reality" of. a dramat ic role
affects imagined thoughts,' feelings,'and actions, i.e.,
"Acting is believing."

- . .

.

.

pei6Onal experiences are valuable resources in creating
believable roles.
1-

Improvisation s the process of extemporizing:physicel..
actiOns.intlud g speddh.

. .
.

. the stage is divided into areas of emphasis, has levels of
use and allows the placement of aCtors.ia'relation to

i other actors fot purpOSes ofemphasiS.
.

,
.

,. -lighting is used.not only.to illuminate actors, but is so
.:i.-'. placed and colored` that it becomes an al means of

( interpreting the dramatist's work.
.

'
. .

±
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'The 6tudent is able'to:.

engage in creative dramatics based on stories r ead or
heard.

improvise when given a minimum of direction and informa-
tion.

x.

4ntegrate.voice and movement in interpreting.character.
:;,

planscenes of a familiar story and take'part-in presentin
them In'a largely extempore draMatization.

Plan imple settings_which are. functional (facilitate
moveme t) and .visually :effective (syMbolizinior enhancing
theme or mood..)

. and execute-basid lighting designs, i.e. .provide
Adequate light, in a way which enhances meaning.

'alia1yze a charaetet and create an effective. make-up plan
. .

for the actor interpreting the role.

The student values:

drama as a:fOrm of self-expression.
1

I8
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SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT.

SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS

SPECIFIC AREA: SPEAKING

Debate 8 9 10 11 12

The student knows:

debate propositions maybe classified as proposition of

fact; value or policy. .
.

the characteristics of.a:good proposition'are:
it has.two sides
it is free of ambiguous terms.'..

'it is stated-in the affirmative
it proposes a 'pOurte of action'-

. . the::"burden of proof" rests upon'the affirmative,

strategy is the constraint of logic and evidence in debate,
evasion, total clath, straw man.

refutations may attack evidence or reasoning, Or both.

A

The student is able to:

define terms tdo remove. ambiguity is the debate. 4

assemble major arguments.on more. than one side pf thel
question, providing a broad understanding on which to base
conclusions. .

test evidence of fact, e.g., completeness, consistency,
accessibility to observation.

-test evidence of opinion, e.g., qualifications of 'au bority
freedom from bias. -

tie evidence together in a chain of reasoning so that
every general statement is supported by proof and plausible
argument.

'Thstldent values:

skill and. strategy in an effective debate.

7122-7
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SMALL. SCHOOLS PROJECT

SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

LANGUAGE ARTS/LITERATURE

,

as

At

Approiches"to the Study of Literature

Literary Genre: Novels

The, student knows:

that novels are classifIedidto types: historical,
regional, sociological, mystery, science fiction,:and -
utopian

. 'that sociological novels emphasize thainfluence of
economic and social conditibils oncharacter4nd-acti9n,
and often make apleafor reform.

that the historical novel utilizes events, people, mad'
settings froi history;and intertwines these with
fictionai material to achieve the deeirecieffects.

. that the. regional novel emphasizes the manner in:which
-. character and action are affected bTthe.language,7
customs, values, andlandsCape ofe'partitular locality. -

that the'elements:of thenovel whickare commonly utilized
in mystery'literatureare suspense,. foreshadowing and
surprise

thatin dealing with time in a novel, a writer may.
.

employ: chronological se4Uence,flashbacks, stream-of-:..
.donsciousnesi, and multiple-narrators.

449 9 10 11 12

The student is able to:.
.

,

.- identify the.methods by whichOharacterizaiibn is
accomplished:` character's name, appearance thoughts
speech;-actions, and.other'.eattitudes toward the -

character. . . ,..
- ...

..

state the conflict' or problem in .a story or novel and
explain how the conflict Is resolved.

identify mood produced,bythe-settiUg.

.. identify point of vie*.

. identify obvious symbolism.

The student values:

the novel as an important tool for understafiding and
interpreting reality.

.the novel as a woxle of art.

the novel as a source of entertainment and enjoyment.

1

9-12



SMALL SCHOOLS PROJECT .

suBsEdii.

;SPEC/FM AREA:

LANGUAGE ARTSLLITERATURE

ArmioaChes to:the Stud of Literature;

. Literal k Genre: Short Story

The Audent knows:

8 9

. that the' short story dealS;'with economy of language,
.

details, charactelzation, and setting.

. that the short story. generally hiRone storyline

thaCin contrast to-apovel,' the length ofe short story'
restricts thd number of conflicts, themeS,:lully develoPed
characters, and:generally the. time span portrayed.

. .

-The.--4tudent

identify.the storyline in a short story.-%

The student values:

the short story as..a source .of enjoyment.

'4.

.
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SPECIFIC -AREA:

4

UNGUAGE ARTS` /LITERATURE

pproaches-to-the-Study-*--of -L-i-t-erature

Literary Genie: Myths,'Legends

The student knows:

that myths are usu ly concerned with the activities of
godS7and superhero

that myths provide imaginative patterns'for understanding
man and the universe.

that a myth is not a 'specific literary work but a floating
tale .common to the members of a tribe, race, or nation.

that many cultures.sirere. the same myths because of similar
needs and concerns.

. ,

.that writers frequently make mythological referenCes to
clarify and give Meaning to their texts.

that a'ilegend (ew.g., King Azihur:Tandthe Knights the
Round Table) is a:story.or collOtion of stoles"Handed
down through oral. tradition-ancivopularly regarded as.
history.

that, legends frequentlyServe to account for geographic
physical phenomenw.:.

The student is.. ,able to

. relate mythibto current human concern

relate mythS of one culture to anothei.

The student, values:

myths and legends as,insights into uniliersal concerns
of men.



SMALL IcEctoth PROJECT

SUBJECT :I LANGUAGE ARTS/LITERATURE

SPECIFIC:AEA:4 Approaches to the Study of Literature

Literary Genre: Folktales, Fablesj.ParableS, Tall Tales 9 10 11 12

The student knows:,

-

that becausepeopie face many-of the same challenges,
similar .folktales 0:rolved at differenttimes'and places.

that folklore-is theoral transmission of art forms
- (e.g.,_literatUre,liusic, crafts), A,41

that fables' teach a" useful_ lesson about human
'usually personify animals as characters.

nature and

that -a parable iaa-simple, realistic story that
illustrates amoralpr.religiOus lessOn,

that the. mOtal'of a parable. is implicit while the moral of---
the fablels explicit.

.. .

thatfrie tali-tale bui s.upon the explOitsf a ero.

through.,exaggeratioir endurance, actions,
Speech:and importance,

that people gain:satisfaction from telling ankAistening
to:tall taIet entertainment and pride people.,
pitting super strength, power.,. knowledge ands4e against
world forces). :: ,

The student is able to:

4dentify'majo fOlktals motifs.,

identify folktales aa4"means'of eiptessingthe values.,A
-of- a culture..

, .

relate different versions. of folkfaleato different-
cultures.

..

relate folktales, fables tO-curranthuman concerns.

The-student lialues:

the Insight:folk literature provides into-Univer.sal and
every -day situations,- values and concerns,:::i.--.:. f.

IA

'Q

-120-
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SMALL SCHOOLS' PROJECT

SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

. -

The gtudenknows:.

LANGUAGE AATS/LITERATURE.:

.

AniiroacheS to the Study:Of:Literature

Literary Genre: Drama

4

that' arama_probablTbegap as a means.of explaiming
religious ritualapd:"aocrrine. : These plays were called
mystery. and miracledramas

. ,

that,drama is classified as tragedy or comedy. .

... .
.

. that atragedyresults in disintegration (disaster, death;
disorder) folloWing the Unsuca'essful'ioral Struggle;of
the hero..

. ,

that-coMedy*achieves integration through the kagpy--,--

bloodless polutionof-a problem that has7frustrated;:
embarrassed or distressed the 'characters.:

thatpurpose, method and tone of comic'forms Such as
satire, farce, and burlesque.

MP
. .dramatic conventions (e: g., chorus masks of Greek Tragedy,-

dialogue in-versei direct'address to audience, asides,
.soliloquy).

the characteristie physical, elements (stage, lighting,
-props, cpstumes) of the.aneienr, Elizabethan',4 and
nbdern theatre" .

that there are various types of staging (arena, pro-,-
nceniuMi thruat)..

.

that a soene is a subdiVision of-an act, and that each
scenetonsistapf'a unit of action in which there is'no%
change. df:plaCe or blreak in the continuity of time:

The student isable to

contrast tragedy. and comedy In drama.

-identify dramatic conventions, physical elements
staging as a result of watching drama..

and

The student values:

the' exiperiepde .of, theatre as -eiltertainmant.

the voice. of the playwright as a criticof society pasty:-
present; and future, and as a commentator o personal'.
relationships.

9-12
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UBJECT: LITERATURE

?EC/PIC-AMA: Approaches to the Study of_ Literature.

Literary Genre: Biography'

he student knows:

8 9 10 11 12

. ,

that a biogrsiphy is. the history of an individual's. life

which provided.a partIoutar-perspottiy0 on
personality, milieu andWori.

. that an autobiography is. written by the Subject about'

hiMeelffor.pUblication.

. that biographies give information and insight into an
individual's Aife or period in history.

. that the biographer's point, of view..toward thesubject
influences the:validity..Of the work. .

he student is able to:

gain information and insight into an individuals
life or-period in history by reading biographies.

.,
....ie.

,r.

he: student values:

. biographies for the insight and information:they can

give on an individual's'life or period in history.

' -128 -
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.

SUBJECT: LITERATURE

SPECIFIC AREA: Approaches to the Study of Literature

Literary- Genre-: Essay 8 9 10 12

The, student knows;-,

that-the essay is-a short literary composition on-a-
singlesubjet, usually presenting the views of the
author::..

,
. that the

1

formal.'essay is.a brief.prose .work in which -the
Author writes as an authority on a subject, ;presents
arguments in an orderly and' systematic fashion, and
employs a dignified and impersonal tone:

.

that the informal essay is a brief,prose.wotk in
the, author emPIoys a relaxed, huMorous, and often
whimsical tone.

that iniormal essays may be lassified according to the
author's purpose:. deadriptive, humorous-, 'criticalu.

petsuasive,-instructive, reflective.

4

The student is a'Wle to;

recognize the essay as a literary form where the-aUthor
states his opinion on a topic.

The student values:

.

. the essay as a source of information and personalopinion.

9-12
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SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS/LITERATURE -

SPECIFIC AREA: Approaches to the Study of Literature

The student knows:

Litersry Genre: Poetry

that poetry has been Intrinsic In all civilizations as
.'an expression of love (friendship, nature),'a source.,of
amusement (storytelling, songs, nursery rhymes) and an. ..

outlet for social and political ,commentary and -criticism..

. that poetry is heightened speech emphasizing sound,
imagery and tone to givea more instant, sensory response
than does prose.

that the basic structure of poetry. is the line, and various
groupings of lines-form stanzas (couplets,. triplets,
Apatrains,-:etc.)..

that the sound of a poem comes from its rhyme scheme,
.

its Metrical pattern and its-use.of alliteration and
onomatopoeia.

-7

that rhyme scheme is the-pattern.of repetition of sounds
at the end'ofthe . '

that meter in poetry fifers to the pattern of accented

.-n ig the repetition . of ConsOn7
and unaccented syllables within a 'line,
that alliteritio

ants.
that onoimato ede is the use of sound of i.yorci that

imitates o resembles.what it stands for*. describes.
7 ..

ima e .isthe.senpory suggestions the poem creates

through se ofdiction,. metaphor, and simile.
... 'thae diction is the choice and use of words.

at metaphor is a figure of speech in which something
is named or described to -show the likeness between

the two things,
that simile is a figure-of-Speech in wh ich unlike things

are -comAgred, in a phrase'introdueed by like or

that tone is the attitude.revedled by the poet toward the.

subject.

that personification is the giving of human qualities to
animate or inanimate objects.

that symbolism is the use of anobject or action to
represent something else.

that'blank.verse is unrhymed, iambic pentameter.

that free verse is characterized by much rhythmic variation
variation, unusual stanzaic forms and either absense of
rhyme or loose rhyme patterns:

. that the form of a poem is aompatible with and indicative
of its subject matter and spirit..

-130-
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

LANGUAGE ARTS /LITERATURE

ApproacheS:to, the Study Of Literature

Literary

The student.-knOWS:(Continued).

,Genre::- PoetrY (Continued

that a folk ballad tells.a story handed down orally.through
dialogue and action, and,frequently uses the stanza form;
refrain,. and stock descriptive phrases.

.

that an, epic is a long narrative poemabouttledeeds of a.
traditional.heroic figure and refleCtsitheidealS:and:.
values of the society which_ produced

that the narrative is :a poem that tells a story and thus
- has the characteristiCsof afstory.'

that a lyric is .a poem which expresses the poet's emotions
Or sentiments rather than Simply tellingeXternal

that a sonnet is a poem of fourteen lines in anyOf several'
fixed verse and'rhyme schemes, typically in rhymed iambic
pentameter, which characteristically expiesses a, single,
theme.

that an ode is a poem written in commeration of a great
person ordeed.

that an elegy is a poem written posthumously in.praiso of
one deceased-. 9

that a.limerick is a nonsenae'oemOf fiVe lines: with a
metrical foot_ consisting of two short syllables followed
by a long. one, or:twounaccented syllables followed' by
an accented one.-

that Haiku is a major form of Japanese verse' which has
seventeen syllables,,eMploys highly evocative
and Comparisons; and creates a single image:

'The student is able toe .

.identify the elements that give a poem sound.
identify the imagery in.a.poem.
identify words and phrases.that appeal to the senses.
identiEy.the author's tone, theme and symbolism.
identify a given poem by type.

The student values:
poetry gs a creative expression.
the sounds, patterns, and structure of poetry.'
enjoyment obtained through poetry.'
the skills involved in crafting a fine poem.
poetry read aloud.,

the variety of unique ways in which language is used in-
poetry.

- 1
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:SUBJECT: 'LANGUAGE ARTS /LITERATURE

SPECIFIC AREA:
. ,

Approaches to the Study of ,Literature

ThemAtic

to
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8 9 10 11 12

The student knows:

. that a literary work may be-significant for a number of
reasons: social, histOrical,economic, religious,
.philosophic, political.

. that.peopl of various cultures ofteio express identical
emotions d universal themes in their: literature.

.
.

that recurring-themes:appear is literature; art, music and
.philosophY,:

.

,

. That an author eXPrestes'etbipalvalues through' the ways
7 Tin which chaitotera react to' problems (the.choiCes.they

. make, their statements) and. through exposition and the
outcome ofthe;story:

that literatUre.and the arts may reflectthe idea that a
'person's destiny:is influenced by the interaction of
biblogical,tOdiological and psychological factors.

that JudieotChriStian themes hive had a significant
inflUence,inwestern literature (e.g.,-snilt, or
sin,: atonement, retribution,, justide,, mercy, saiirition

absolute morality, fulfiliMent of'human potential, loVe
sf:fellow man).

.

that philosophies such. as existentialism, determinism,...
and humanism have, exerted profound, diiectand indirect
influence on writers Camus, tawthorne, Crane)..

that oriental literatureemPhaiizes certain themes:
denial'of esoj oneness of living things, uniMporiance:of
material comfort.

. that literature reflectecOnflicts.batecLupon ..ifferences.
.

in'age, attitude; and value (e.g., therebellious teen-
iager, the anti -hero, who places.no value in the Ameiican
dream,.the

that loneliness anc:rlalienatidd.can result from the,dis7.
avowal of shared values and failure'of Communicatipn, and
they can be expreased in various ways:'(e.g., rebellion,
ennui; dropping out).

1

9-12
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

LANGUAGE ARTS /LITERATURE
-

. ,

APPioaChes.to the Study:Of Literature

Thematic .(dontinued)
.. ,,

. :,

The stUdentlknOws: /.-

, ,,,-" _. .

that utopian literature treats =pea:sear& for the
perfect society and includes- themes such :as iadivIdual
freedom, the family ion, government, work,
leisure time.

that literatUre reflects that philosophies Oflifd,ate
sometithes.charicterizea by-a predeCuOation'with death.

, _
. .

.

that Iiteraturereflects-that war may force man-to'a new
and toxe compldte knowledge af.himself..

0
.

The student is able to:

. identify major themes ia.literary.works.:.

The- student valueSt.

the.thematiCapprOaCh as an aid. in understanding liteatUre.. .

universality of themes:in literatute* art, music
philosophy. .0

16

11A ")
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SUBJECT: ,

)

LANGUAGE/ARTS/LITERATURE

SPECIFIC AREA: Approacbito the Studirof Literature

AliStorical/Culturl

ThO Student knows:

that much of early literature stems from uniqiieotal
traditions of Cultures and was later written inthe form
of myths, ballads, and epics. :,
that orarliterature,change6 as it is retold but emains
the same when written. _ .040.1.0

that the Greeks contributed the epic, lyric, comic, zaiti
tragic forms to literature and the Romans adapted and
perpetuated these forms.

that the early, medieval. church golayed a major role. in the
preservation of the literary traditions.

.

-
that.during.the Renaissance classical literature Was
revived anoctnew,literatute was written reflecting the
huManisitiC interest in individualism, Wmildliness, and
human potentiality . ")-

that writers' of the Neo-classic movement consciously
,attemped.to attain the restraint, polish, and;objectivity
of the classics.

.

American literature and art were essentially branches .óf
English literature and art-until-near the middle of, the
nineteelith century.

that. folk litetaturd.has influenced writteliliterature
it the United-States. ....

. --
that an Impetus. for the Romantic. movement was revolt
.againSt-therigid'conven,tions of Neo-classicism -..

.'. that much of'American literatutehas emphasized morality.

. that NaturalismHheld that humans belong. solely 1E8 the
order "of nature and%therefore_their characters. and

:2-fortunes are 'determined by heredity' and environment.-

that existential writers maintain that:AmdiViduals create
their own meaning rather than relying upOil'abscilutes such
as predestination, universa& moral codes, or basic.
human-natUre.

that ethnic;groups have made important contributions td-
, literature. .

. .

.

. , "

1

A -

.
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SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTS hITERATI1RE

.SPECIFIC. AREA: .4proaches.to-the Stu y of Literature

The studentIMOws:

Historical/Cultural (Continued)

*
that a literary work is a reflection of the time or
culture in which it was produced (Beowulf is a reflection
of Anglo -Saxon values, religious. beliefs, and political
attitudes. Huckleberry. Finn is a refledtion of social
values at one stage of American deyelOpment).

that literatUre pay,perpetuatethe values-,of a culture.

that to'best Uhderstand.a work, it should be read from its
own historical/cultural point view (the reader should
read Hamlet as J.Phe:ghostwere real becuse the audience
at the time bellekied-that-it-Was).' ____.

that practices thaelbare notacceptable in one.Culture may
be acceptable in, another - culture.

4 4.°6,

. that sdme cultures have been cut off from-the mainstream
oficillture by repressive circumstancesAnd,attitudes

''.(e.g.,Blacks, American Indians, Hispanics).

'.'that literature has perpetuated sex -role stereotypes.

s-

9 lb 11

. that literature deals with universal and timeless issues
as .well As with concerns specific to a time and culture . r.

(MiSbY Dick is built upon-19th century whaling practices,
but the conflict.between man and nature is still
occurring).

.

.

.that the author's personal circumstances are a major
'influence in his literary work. li,

S.

The student is -able to

readWith understanding from a.hitorical/cultural

understand that history and culture explain motivation
and action. '

. identify in'allterary work a -specific example of a value,
issue or point of view different'lraA those held by..,
people todAy.;

relate' the. relevant issues :in a literary work,from 4-.

different time and place to the present.

.
. .

The student 'values:: -. .

.,

A.iteraturees an insight into other titesan cultures.
., :. -

CWUrethistory as an insight into littratur
'

13.!t5
.1111111
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SUBJECT:- LANGUAGE ARTS/LITERATURE

SPECIFIC AREA: Analysis of Literature

Efementsand Structure 9 10

The student.knows:,

. that the elements of fictional writing include: :plot, ,

. characterization, setting, mood,- theme and Point of view
and combine to'forM a unified structure of. a .literary workd.

. the meaning of the terminology necessary to analyze
literature: plat, character'', theme,

setting, tone, atmosphere, point of view, allusion; and
symbol,

. ,

the meaning .of the terminology needed to analyze and
disCuss plot development: (e.g-., exposition, initial
incidents-actionconflict, CTImax,_anticliMix
falling action, motif, denouement, foreih-adOWIng, suspense,

-archetypal experience, dramatic irony, parody).

. the meaning of the terminology used,toanalyze and'discuss
... character: (e.g..,, dialogue, characteroil, archetypes,

protagonist,'antbgonist, motivation, conflict, and

-
. .e.. .

.

.t

the'meaning of,the.terminologY needed to analyze and;.
discuss point of view: first perSon,third person,'
omniscient, ' . :,:

-.- that the title,- vocabulary, 'structure, literal_ meaning and
. .

'relationship of a poem are used to Interpret the. author's
ideas.

:iTtm!etudent is able to:

.analyze:a literary work'
their relationship).

analyze the way. in'Which the theme is developed through
charaoterizationaction,, setting and point o! -view.

identify the general atOpspheie or mood praancethy he
.

41'

,, describe its parts an

setting.

analyze rising action, climax and resolution of the main
plot. and the relationship of.the subplots to the main plot..

recognize the narrative role of the writer (point of view)
andhow it, affectsthe tone and the reader's interpretation.

draw inferences from the various ways an author mayreveal
character (e.g.,' by what the character says, by what the -
author tells the reader,.by the'character'S appearance ort
speech patterns, by what others say about the character;~
by how others.interact with the character). ;

analyze the ways in which the elements of poetry work y.

together to form a structure and create a total effect.

9-12
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SUBJECT: LANGUAGE ARTSJLTTERATURE

SPECIFIC AREA: Analysis nf Literature

Author's Uie of Language 9 10

The student knows:
gt:

.

the author's style (formal and informal) is characterized
by word cnoicee, Sentencellatternsand iimintof view.

that tone is the writer's attitude toward his subject and-
audience (e.g., ironic, serious, objective, alienated,'
satirical, tragic and sentimental),

a_writer_may_use a pattern of images to contribute to the
overall meaning (e.g.,the "clothes "-iMiie0-1h-2.1htEeth)-1--.7-

.writers frequently, llude to mythical characters and
events, to Biblical allusions, and to charaCters and
.situations found in works of inflOential:Writers,

1

The.studefut is able to:

determine the writer's purpose as indicated bi the genre,
Cone, mood,. language' devices and content.

identify the elements ands effect of'figuratiye language
in a literary work.

relate the author's use of'suspense and foreshadowing in
creating tension that contributes to the reader'Sinterest.-

. identify symbolism in literary works.

The studentrvalucs:

, .

. the author's useOf language as it contributes to the
drama and depth of, a text.

the variety of unigOe ways in'which language is used in
poetry.

r.

a.
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SUBJECT:

SPECIFIC AREA:

-...-LANGUAGE ARMS /LITERATURE
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Personal Application and.Releilance'

`8 9 10 :11 12

The student knows:

that literature is a 'source "of information, satisfaction,
relaxation, stimul'ation, escape, and challenie;

. that literature's' portrayal' of characters can help the
student gain insight into his/her oW14.11 life.

through literature the possible-consequenceS.of conf,ormity
and nonconformity .(e.g., loss of self-direction',_ of
personal identify, ostrocism, persepution).

The student is able to:

respond -subjectively and honestly to a literary work and
support a subjective response (i.e.., explain,whYthe work.
Was liked or disliked -- beyond the "Itwas dumb" level). 1-

be more sensitive to, beauty and human feeling through
reading and applying litetatureto personal experience.--

come to a deepef understanding of self and Others through:_
the empathetic and active reading' of liteiature.

use the different 'Points of 'view in literatut As a m eans

of looking at'her/his own experience. :

expand his/her view of life by IdentifYing withpeaf14
and situations encountered in literature. ,

hypothesize the validiek and worth of a literary text.

The student values:

his/her own response to a literary work.

literature as an aid in examining his/her own values.

1
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